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VOL LIX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. MARCH 5, 1896.

NO. 44.

ViLUlBLtJlIfOIINIHlOH

LEGAL NOTICE.
Af ART HA FRAVEL. William Fravel.
jYL Alice Fravel. Leola Fravel, J»c»>b

Concerning the History of
Ohio*N Con lilies

Fravel, Thomas Fravel, Arlie Fravel and
Sarah C. Snare, whose places of residence
are unknown, will take notice that on the
14th day of January, A. D , 1896. Ellen
Nichols tiled her petition in the Court of
Common Fleas of Knox county, Ohio, in
cast* No. 5.302, against the above named
parlies and others, and praying that a cer
tain mortgage dated March 7th, A D., 1876,
iven by oue Hannah Fravel to Nelson T
iice, Jeremiah Fravel and John Fravel,
recorded at page-i 222 and 223 of volume 18,
of the mortgage records of Knox county,
Ohio, and secured upon the South halt of
the West halfof the South east Quarter Sec
tion eighteen (18) in townshin five (5) of
Range ten (10) of U. 8. M lands in said
county and State, and containing twenty
(£0) acres, more or less, he, by a proper
decree, ordered canceled of record so far
as the interest thereunder of said Jeremiah
Fravel and John Fravel, are concerned;
that the claim of the parties above named,
and other defendants to said petition that
as heirs-at-law of the slid Jeremiah
Fravel and John Fravel, they are enti
tled to some interest in said premises in
virtue of said mortgage, may beadjudged
to be null and void, that the title of the
plaintiff to said premises may be quieted
against such and all alleged claims and
rights thereto and therein of the above
named parties and the other defendants in
said cause and for all other proper and per
tinent relief.
Said parties are required to answer to
said petition on or before the 11th day of
April, A I). 1896, or judgment may be taken
against them, and otherwise, as asked in
said petition.
DWIGHT E SAPP,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
January 28, 1896.
jan906t

Compiled For tlie Danner
By IV. A. Mileott.

g

In His Travels He Has Visited Every
Court House in Ohio - The Informa
tion Gathered is Given Below—An
Excellent Article For Historical
is Simmons liver regulator—don’t
forget to take it. The Liver gets sluggish
Keference.

THE BEST

SPRING mEDIGiNE

during the Winter, just like all nature,
and tne system becomes choked up by
the accumulated waste, which brings on
Malaria, Fever and Ague and Rheuma
tism. You want to wakeup your Liver
now, but be sure you take SIMMONS
Liver Regulator to do it. it also
regulates the Liver—keeps it properly at
work, when your system will be free frem
poison and the whole body invigorated.
You get THE BEST BLOOI> when
your system is in At condition, and that
will only be when the Liver is kept active.
Tiy a Liver Remedy once and note the
difference. But take only SIMMONS
LiVER Regulator—it is Simmons
Liver Regulator which makes the
difference. Take it in powder cr in liquid
already prepared, cr make a tea cf the
pwvdc-r; but take Simmons Liver regu
lator. You’ll find the RED Z on every
package. Look for it.
J. II. Zeilin & Co., Philadelphia, I’a.

FARM FOR SALE I
of the best producing farms in Knox
county, consisting of 321 acres in Ber
ONE
lin township, known as the “Joe Hall’’

farm. This ia a rare opportunity to secure a
No. 1 stock or grain farm at low figures. Rich
aoil, well watered, good dwelliug, fine new
barn, good erib and wagon, abed, No. 1
granary and orchard
Terms easy. Will be sold on long time if
desired.
Could be divided into two tracts of 110
acres, and one of 211 acres if desired.
Apply atFiasT National Bank,
nov7lf
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

The largest piece of .good
tobacco ever sold for io cents

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.

„

anCl

SREAK3 UP A COLD.
CURES
HEALS
Colic, '
Cuts,
Burns,
Cramps.’
Bruises,
Diarrhoea,
Scratches,
Flux,
Bites of
Cholera
Animals and
Morbus,
Bugs, etc.
Nausea,
Changes of
Tastes Good,
Water, etc.
Smells Good.

copartnership heretofore existing
lbe 5 cent piece is nearly as'
between tl C Paikerand C. R 8cbneb
THE
lv,doing a Bout and Shoe business under the

large as you ^et of other
high grades for io cents

firm name of Parker A Scbnebly.is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will be continued by C. It
Schneblv. who is authorised to settle the ac
counts of the late firm.
Jan. 22nd 1895.
»
C. R. SCHNKBLY,
H. C. Parker.

Executor’s Notice.
OTICE is hereby given that the under 
signed have been appointed and quali
fied Executors of the estate ot •
JAMES CLUTTER,
Late of Knox county. Ohio, deceased, by
the Probate Court of saiocounty.
Feb. 17 tli, 1896
ART CLUTTER
OSCAR CLUTTER.
feb20 3t
Executors.

N

INSPECTORS' REPORT.
To the Honorable Judge of Probate:

Mt Versos, Knox County Ohio.
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
SIR:—By aotliorily derived from you officially bearing date the 17ih day of Febru
ary, 1896. and after being duly sworn according to la w, we. J NO. A WRIGHT and N.
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
W. ALLEN, as Inspector, without previous uoice or intimation to the County Treas
50c. size 2}( times larger than 25c. size.
urer, or any oilier person, of such intention,did foithwitb enter into the County Treasury
NO RELIEF, NO3PAY.
and proceeded immediately to count the moneys therein, and inspect the Books, Record*
and Vouchers thereof together with all other property which should be in the custody of )
HERB
MEDICINE CO.,
the Treasurer. In compliance with the law requiring certificites of such examination,
Springfield, - - Oh?
we herewith certify that Eighty three Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy eight and
22 100 Dollars was the exact amount of money so found and counted in the County
Treasury, and that the statement annexed, which agrees with the books of the Auditor,
City Clerk, Clerk of the City Water Works at.d Clerk of the Braid of Education, presents
the exact balance* and overpavinents in each fund, and of property then in the custody
of the Treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,
JNO A. WRIGHT,
NOAH W. ALLEN
February 22,1896.
Inspectors-

Administrator's Notice.

OTICE is hereby given that the under
signed has been appointed and quali
fied as Administrator of the estate of
REBECCA 8 ARNOLD,
late of Knox couuty, Ohio, deceased,.by the
probate court of said county.
February 15, 1896.
W. W WALKEY,
feb273t
Administrator.

N

Nerve Wear,
Brain Worry,

Knot County Funds.

Florida and Southeast.
If you have any inteution of going to
the southeast this fall or winter, you
should advise yourself of the best route
from the North and West. This is the
Louisville A Nashville railroad, which is
running double daily trains from Cincin
nati through to Nashville, Chattanooga,
Birmingham, ’ Atlanta, Montgomery,
Thomasville, Pensacola, Mobile, Jack
sonville and all Florida points. Pullman
Sleeping Car Service through. Specially
low rates made to Atlanta during the
continuance of the Cotton States Expos
ition, and tourist rates to all points in
Florida and Gulf Coast resorts during
tne season. For particulars as to rates
and through car service, write
Jackson Smith, Div. Pass. Agt.,
Cincinnati, 0C. P. Atmore, Gen’l Pass. Agt.,
Louisville, Ky.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
W.

o

E.

GRANT,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opara
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
oct 31 tf

N. H. GOTSIULI,,
A TTORNEY-AT-LAW, Real Estate and
A. Loan Agent. Property for sale Money
» Loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt
arnon, Ohio.
28marly

W. M. RODN8,

o

FUNDS
Balances.
County.............................................................................................. $.......
Infirmary................ *........................................................................................
Bridge................................................................................................ 11.506 43
School...............................................................................................................
Township........ ..................................................................................................
Corporation.....'.................................................................................................
Liquor..............................................................................................................
Road................................................................................................................ .
Redemption................... - ..... ........................................................
63 37
Teachers' Institute..........................................................................
64 77
Special................ ~.............................................................................................
Cigarette............................................................................................................
Dog...................................................................................................
180 90
Soldiers’ Relief.............................................................. .................
253 40

Over Paid
$ 20.711 10
10.43G 20

$12 068 87

$ 82 444 39
12 068 87

Amount of Knox County Funds Overdrawn...............................
City of Mount Vernon Funds.
Street Lighting..................................................... -......................... $
General Fund............................. ......................................................
.
Fire.
.
Police..................................................................
Gas.....................................................................
Sanitary .............................................................
Middle District Local Sewer.............................
Bridge................................................................
..
Water Works Interest and Sinking.................
.
Condemnation..................................................
Plum Alley............................ ........................
Deficiency...........................................................
Public Square.................................... ...............
Public Library..................................................
Local Sewer.......................................................
Noitb Main Street Paving........................... .
Main Sewer......................................................
South Main Street Paving.............................
'
Street Paving........................................... ...................
Sewer..................................................................
1st Ward.«........ ..................................................
.
21 “ .............................................................
3d “ .............................................................
4th “ ............................................................
5th

“

..................

A. K. HcINTIKE,

90
95
93
00
32
66
28
180 89
3 135 72
776 22
40 90
85 82
151 56
465 61

Most Perfect
System Builder
Ever offered to the public. It is an
absolute cure for indigestion, dys
pepsia, all disorders of the stomach,
and is a special tonic and purifier of
the blood and female ailments.
Read what Dr. Washburn says of

LYON’S
Seven Wonders.
531 77

615 18
413 97

2.267 21

92
22
73
54
13
63
2*1
71
31

New Richmond, Ind., April 17,.1893.
In regard to the remedy whose title is

Lyon's Seven Wonder,, and of whose
composition I a in welt acquainted
with,having used it in cases of Air.enorrhcea

and Suppression of Menses, and as a general
tonic to the nervous system. I consider it

has bnt few equals. I can heartily
cccomiuend It. D. M. WASHBURN, M. D.

Sold by Druggists, $1.00 a Box (60 Doses),
or address

The Lyon Medicine Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
$ 2 799 01
70,375 52

$26,317 32

Amount of Overdrawn County Funds Brought Down.

$ J3.174 53
26 317 32

O

H. C. Dkvik.

5,843 86
9 70

2,180
1.713
1 5So
1 3"6
G81
946

ATTOMEY ASD C0L5SELL0R AT LAW.
FFICE, opposite the Court House, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
18jan94

H. D. CaiTCBPiKLD.

Come with impaired digestion. A
sound stomach brings health to the
entire system. Bad blood, torpid
liver, kidney troubles of various
kinds disappear on using Lyon’S
Seven Wonders, the

44
91
81
98
39

$ 70,375 52

3 131
155
304
1*5
377
259
211
132
. 6 907

ATTOKNEY-AT-LAW,
6th “ ..............
FFICE over Knox County Savings City School Fund.
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
novltf

26.178
2 203
12.804
1,903
2,352

Physical Exhaustion,

Amount of all Funds Overdrawn..................................................

w<5i>,We guarantee this remedy to cure
or money refunded.
For 9ale by ' r .ft
Taugher.

? 46,827 21

Remarks.
Crltrhfield A Devin,
ttorneys at law. office ovet Amount of money in Treasury February 17, 1896, at 5 o’clock p in................ $ 83,778 22

Stauffer's Clothing Store, North Side
The $33,778.22 consisted of the following:
APublic
Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Iljan94
Currency................ -............................................................................ -...................
mm moom

w.e.oooraa.

COOPER A MOORE

ttorneys at law.
Office 1
Main Stubby Mt. Vernon 0.

A

MONEY TO LOAN,

INSURANCE TO SELL

Gold.............................................. ............... *..........................................................
Silver (other than dime.-)................................................... -..................................
Dimes and Nickels.
Mutilated Coin.

73,828
5,375
4 433
133
7

IVORY

58
00
00
84
80

Top

83 778 22

Total

McKEE & WRIGHT,

Actual amount of monev in Treasury February 17, 1896 ................................... $ 83.778 22
KNKRAL INSURANCE AOENTS. Office 8 Amount overpaid—all funds................................................................................. 46.827 21
’A W. Cor. Public Square and High St.
C. W. McKkk.
Gvy A. Weight
$130,606 43

PHYSICIANS.
•

K. OONARD, M. D.,

Total amount of money received by Treasurer since September feltl ment,
1895 ........................................................ .............................................................. $130,605 43

Total amr tint of all funds overpaid................... v.;...............................................$73 174 53
Amount of money distributed in the various city funds.................................... 26,317 32

ombofathic Physician and Sdbobon.
85
rrioa—In the Woodward Block. Resi Total amount of all money iu Treasury...................................................... ........$99,521
83,778 22
ea—Oambier St., Arentrue property,
fflee hoars, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5 to Deficiency...................................................................... ........................................... $15,743 63
m.
24aprly
Respectfully submitted, .

JOHN

I.

JXO. A. WRIGHT,
NOAH W. ALLEN,

RU8SBLL, M. D.,

Inspectors.
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West aide of Main street, 4 doors
Certificate to Copy.
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Telephone No. 74.
Revised 8 atutes of tire United States, Sec. 903.
Residence—Cast Gambler street. Tele THE STATE OF OHIO. I P„„n,TP
phone71.
29sept87
Knox County, ss.
i
B0BA
ocbt.
I. B M. CRITCHFIELD, Judge ami Ex-Officio Clerk of tlie Pr bite Court, within and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
and
State
of
Ohio,
do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
DR. GEORGE B.UNN
copy of the report of Jno. A Wright and Noah W. Allen, the persons at p dn'e l by roe
pH Y8ICIAN AND SURGEON,
to inspect the Treasury of Knox County, as reported February 22, 1896. as the same ap
pear upon the records of said Court, and I further certify, that I have carefully compired
Room 3, Rogers Block 111 South MainSt the foregoing copy with the original record, and that the sime is a full and correct trati
.Mount Vbbwom, Ohio.
script thereof.
All professional sails by day or night
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the sea! of said
pomptly responded to
(June
Probate Court at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, this 27th day of February. A. D . 1896
B. M. CR1 rCHFIELD,
[seal ]
Probate Judge end Ex-Officio Get k of said Court.

RESTORE
LOST VIGOR

Harcourt

Place
Seminary.
GABIER, OHIO.

Organized in 1887, in the l>elief that
many parents West of the Alleghenies
desired for their daughters the most am
ple advantages of the highest sort, it
was thought safe to organize a school
unexcelled in beauty, comfort and in
structors. In seven years an enrollment
of 454 from twenty-one States has been
the result. Principal at home to visitors
on Thursdays. For catalogues and in
ormation address
8marly:eow
H. N. Hills, A. M

<

Result In 4 weeks.

When in doubt what to use for Nervous Debility. Loss of Sexual Power (in either
sex), Impoteocy, Atrophy. Varicocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use
Sexine Pills. Drains checked and full ngor quickly restored. If neglected, such
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, forfi.oo; 6 boxes for $5.00. With
every >5.00 order we (five a legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO., OcveUsd, Ohio.

Sold at H. M GREEN'S Drug Store.

Will 7
NOT
Break
lib Beat
if
P
|f
y

BsS
vf
||
p
5

Of course you could break
one with a hammer, if you
hit it hard enough but no
one uses a lamp chimney
that way. Ivory Top lamp
chimneys are made from the
best glass by a patented process and are different from
any other kind. You can
find them-at all progressive
stores. Some dealers don t
sell them because they last
too long. Refuse substitutes.
A book about lamps sent free.

'f THE LIPPIXCCTT GLASS CO.
Alexandria, Ind.

SSWSWWmSK

lOoctly
ChI(*I:e«t4*r*< Enj?ll«h Diamond Brand.

“DIRT DEFIES THE KING.” THEN

EftnY^OVAL PILLS
Ordinal awd Only Genuine.

always reliable, laoies a*k
Druggirt for Ckicht^tcrn Rnglitk DiaSratul ia Ked and GM zuetallto
ahoxea. sealed with bine ribbon. Take
safe,

SAP

SR GREATER THAN ROYALTY ITSELF.

w

Jno other.
dangerous rubitiht*
’ricnw and imitations. At Druggist a, or aetid 4e.
‘ n stampa for nartkolars. testimonials and
‘Belief for Ladiea,- in Utter, by return
Lf
.Mall. 1
Testlmoolnla Same Paper
Chlche»ter< netulctolCa.,llttdlAou Square

I Local DrurH-W.

_

FkUada-, Pw

vol 16, p 33, vol 17, p 60; w 3, 488, w 3,
497. General George R. Clarke.
Morgan—Dec. 29, 1817, Dec. 28", 1818;
vol 16, p 42, vol 17, p 7; w 3, 489, w 3,
491. General Daniel Morgan.
Logan — December 30, 1817; vol 16, p
53; w 3, 490. General B^njamiu Logan.
Hocking—January 3, 1818; vol 16, p
60; w 3, 491. Hock hocking creek.
Shelby—January 7, 1819; vol 17, p 21,
w 3, 494. Governor Isaac Shelby, of
Kentucky.
Meigs—January 21,1819; vol 17, p 40;
w 3, 495. Governor Return J. Meigs.
Union—January 10, 1820; vol 18. p
56; w 3, 498. Union of tracts.
Van Wert—Feb. 12,1820 and March
18, 1837; vol 18, p 90, and vol 35, p 273;
w 3, 499, w 3, 518. Private Isaac Van
Wert.
Mercer—Feb. 12, 1820 and Jan. 2,
1824; vol 18. p 90, vol 22. d 49; w 3, 499,
w 3, 504. General Hugh Mercer.
Putnam—Feb. 12,1820, Jan. 3,1834;
vol 18, p 90, vol 22, p 19; w 3,499.
General Israel Putnam.
Allen—Feb. 12, 1820, Feb. 9,1831;
vol 18, p 90, vol 29, p 94; w 3, 499, w 3,
518. Colonel Allen.
Hancock—Feb. 12, 1820, Jan. 11,
1828; vol 18, p 90; w 3, 499, w 3, 512.
Hon. John Hancock.
Hardin—Feb. 12, 1820, Jan. 19, 1833;
vol 18, p 90, w 3, 499, w 3, 515. Colonel
John Hardin.
Crawford—Feb. 12, 1820, Jan. 31,
1826; vol 18, p 90; w 3, 499, w 3,507.
Colonel William Crawford.
Marion—Feb. 12,1820, Dec. 15,1823;
vol 18, p 90, vol 21, p 48; w 3, 499, w 3,
503. General Francis Marion.
Seneca—Feb. 12, 1820. Jan. 22, 1824;
vol 18, p 90, vol 22, p 49; w 3, 499, w 3,
504. Indian tribe.
Sandusky—Feb. 12, 1820; vol 18, p
90; w 3, 499. Indian name, Cold water.
Wood—February 12, 1820; vol 18, p
90; w 3, 499.- Colonel Wood.
Henry—February 12, 1820; vol 18, p
90; w 3, 499. Patrick Henry.
Paulding—Feb. 12, 1820, March 18,
1839; vol 18, p 90, vol 37, p 385; w 3,
499, w 3, 520. Private John Paulding.
Williams—Feb. 12, 1820, Feb 2. 1824;
vol 18, p 90, vol 22, p 19; w 3, 499, w 3,
503. Private David Williams.
Lorain—Dec 26, 1822, Jan. 21, 1824;
vol 20, p 5, vol 22, p 12; w 3, 501, w 3,
502. French province
Holmes—Jan. 29, 1824, Jan. 4. 1825;
vol 22, p 50, vol 23, p 21; w 3, 505, w 3,
506. Major Holmes, War of 1812.
Carroll—December 25 1832; vol 81, p
5; w 3, 516. Charles Carroll.
Lucas—June 20,1835; vol 33, p 5; w 3,
516. Governor Robert Lucas.
Erie—March 15,1838. March 16, 1838;
vol 36, p <30, vol 36, p 66; w 3, 519. In
dian tribe.
Summit—March 3, 1840, March 17,
1840; vol 38, p 88, vol 38, p 150; w 3, 521,
w 3, 524. Elevated lands.
Ottawa—March 6,1840; vol 38, p 99,
w 3, 522; Indian name, Trader.
Lake—March 6, 1840, March 20, 1840;
vol 38, p 102, vol 38, p 171; w 3, 523, w
3; 525. Bordering on Lake Erie.
Wyandotte—February 3, 1845; vol 43,
p 71; w 3, 526.' Indian Tribe.
Defiance—March 4, 1845; vol 43, p
191; wr3, 529. Fort Defiance.
Mahoning—February 16, 1846; vol 44,
) 116; w 3,531. Mahoning River at the
ick.
Ashland—February 24, 1846; vol 44, p
172; w 3, 532. Home of Henry Clay.
Auglaize—February 14,1848, vol *46, p
128; w 3, 535. Falling timber on the
river.
Morrow—February 24, 1848; vol 46. p
233; w 3, 538. Governor Jeremiah
Morrow.
Fulton—February 28, 1850; vol 48, p
682. w 3, 540. Sir Robert Fulton.
Vinton—March 23, 1850; vol 48; p
684; w 3, 542. Hon. Samuel F. Vinton.
Noble—March 11,1851; vol 49, p 137;
w 3, 544. James Noble, Esq.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

COSTlNjiDfiMR

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

That lias Been Affected
by Great Monarchs.
Some Crowns Being Worth
Many Millions.

ABSOLUTELY pure

And Yet Tliere is One Ruler Who

Adorns Ilis

Head

Witb

An

Old

Silk Hat at Which a Tramp Would
Turn I'p His Nose-Crowns a Drug
in the Market.

Austria’s crown is simple, shaped like a
soldier’s helmet, but it blazes with gems.
There are kings that have crowns that
nobody would etjvy them, and that yet
they are just as proud of as any ruler
would be. Such a one is the King of
Impcrri I^tnd, on the west coast of
Africa. He has two crowns. One is a
battered old silk hat, of London make,
which he wore at his coronation and for
which he has six wives as a special
guard. The other,which he wears when
presiding over meetings of his advisers,
is made ol wickerwork supporting a
structure of hutnau bones and of fine
ostrich feathers.
Crowns are a sort of a drug in the
market these dayB, through.

The Elegant Eiiiltrulderies.

Embroidery is still a mark of exclu
sive elegance, particularly the superb
French work wrought in special designs
directly on the l>odice, sleeves or skirt.
The Cairo gold embroideries, which are
warranted not to tarnish, are used con
stantly on elegant dress-making. Some
are gold alone, others are jeweled and
.spangled. They are sold in sets, in
cluding vest, standing collar flaring
broadly at the sides, cuff trimmings,
sleeve caps and revers. Gold embroid
ery is also wrought cn tan, silver, gray7
fawn, black and green cloth. Among
the elegant costumes worn at a church
wedding recently was one of nun’s gray
Venetian cloth, with trimmings of nar
row sable and flue gold passementerie.
There was a yoke effect of the embroid
ery ending in the fur roll, and the cord
ed silk sleeves had a fine arabesque em
broider}- at the wrists, with fur each side
of the band. The gown was a picture
of refined and novel elegance, the muff
and toque being en suite.—New Y’ork
Evening Post.

[Boston Globe j
Mr. William A. Silcott, of this city,
While the great potentates of the
who has bteu Clerk of Knox county,
world do not bow to the dictates of
and for years connected with the Courts,
fashion,
they are not above the laws of
has compiled some valuable statistics
common sense. Those laws have de
regarding the different counties in Ohio.
creed that it is no longer the proper
In the course of his travels, he has
thing for great monarchs to adorn their
visited every court house in the State,
heads on all state occasions with glitter
and the information gathered is essen
ing crowns that are as heavy as copper
tially of great value owing to its abso
kettles and as valuable as precious
lute accuracy. He has compiled the
metals and rare jewels can make them.
history of the counties of Ohio in order
Like the thrones at which courtiers used
of their formation or organization and
to kneel to pay homage to their sover
also cited legal authorities. For the
If we could trace Dyspepsia to its
eigns, crowns have become passe. Most
readers of the Banner to understand
source it would lead to our kitchens. In
of
the
truly
great
rulers
have
given
these
the compilations the following abbrevia
once essential possessions over to titled fact the secret of good health is good
tions are explained:
servants to be preserved as relics, or, as cooking. If well cooked, foods are par
The first date following the name of
in the case of the King of Portugal, tially digested; if poorly cooked,they are
a county is that of its formation or or
have converted the almost priceless less digestible than in the raw state. If
ganization.
baubles
into available cash with which you are a victim of faulty cooking, that
Tlie references cited after the date of
is. if you suffer from Dyspepsia, the
to meet household expenses.
formation or organization for the first
rational cure must be looked for in an
In
days
of
old
the
sight
of
the
royal
nine comities is from the Land Laws
artificially digested food, and a food
Pursued by a Demon
crown would fire the people of a nation which will at the some time aid the di
of Ohio, giving the pages of the same,
How many suicides, think you, read
as a s:ght of their flag will today. The* gestion of other foods. Such a prep iraand for subsequent counties from the
er, have been committed by persons
flag, in fact, has supplanted the crown tion virtually rests the tired digestive
Laws of Ohio.
organs, thereby restoring them to their driven distraught and hunted to their
as
an
object
of
national
admiration.
natural strength.
Tlie second reference is from Wil
doom by the demon of chronic ill
Now most of the great rulers who own
The Digestive Cordial, as prepared by health? Countless. For instance, we
liam’s Revised Statutes and designated
crowns treasure them as family heir the Shakers of Mount Lebanon, is just
as such W. 3.
know, do we not, that hypochondriasis
looms, but recognize that they play no such a preparation, and a single 10
The lsst thing named in regard to
is a monomania—a sort of minor mad
cent
bottle
will
convince
you
of
its
value.
more conspicuous part in the adminis If your druggists doesn’t keep it, he will
each county is to give the name of the
ness produced by chronic dyspepsia?
tration of affairs than do the cast off be glad to get it though his wholesale
person or thing for which the county
Again, insomnia, or sleeplessness, often
armorings of their distinguished sires.
house.
was named. Other explanations will
a result of the same cause, culminates
The
habit
ot
wearing
crowns
fastened
in a derangement of the reasoning
be found in their order in the article :
Laxol
is
the
best
medicine
for
child
itself upon men and women holding
facilities. It is, therefore, of momen
Washington county. Formation and
ren. Doctors recommend it in the place tous
consequence to prevent the arrival
sway over their fellow creatures, either of Castor Oil.
organization, July 27,1788; Land Laws
of disease at its chronic phase, when it
of Ohio, page 494. Named for General
as rulers or as champions in special
and nightly scourges the sufferer
George Washington.
John Hays Hammond, the American daily
lines of achievement, as far back as
to a dangerously uncertain goal. No
Hamilton. January 2, 1790; page
mining
engineer,
who
is
now
undet
history goes, but it was during the last
494; w 3, page 449. Alexander Ham
arrest at Fretorsa for complicity in the medicine known to science, as a means
few centuries that a mania developed Jameson raid, states that three days of arresting the maladies to which it is
ilton.
adapted, exists equal to Hostetter’s
Wayne. August 15, 1796; p 494; w 3,
among monarchs to adorn their heads after his first arrival in the gold reef Stomach
Bitters. Among these com
p 449 (embracing northwestern Ohio,
with finer and more valuable crowns city he was fined 37 shillings for laugh plaints are chronic indigestion and in
northeastern Indiana and Michigan,
ing
at
a
policeman.
than any other monarch could possess.
somnia, kidney and rheumatic ail
now Detroit and vicinity) General
ments, constipation and liver trouble.
There are a good many specimens of
Scroftila Eradicated.
Anthony Wayne.
Appetite is improved by the Bitters, the
royal extravagance in this direction still
Adams. July 10, 1797; p. 495; w. 3,
Batesville, Ohio Jan. 31, 1895.—I blood fertilized, ‘ and bodily substance
p 449; President John Adams.
in existence, some of which are here heve been afflicted with scrofula for and vigor increased by it.
Jefferson. July 29, 1797; p 495, w 3,
pictured.
several years. After taking one bottle
p 450. Thomas Jefferson.
For the fourth time Monday Sheriff
John Bull has been the best buyer in of Hood’s Sarsaparilla the scrofula is enRoss—August 20, 1798; p 496; w 3, p
Van Nest offered the Tiffin <fc Fostoria
the crown market ever since William tirly driven from my system aud I am electric
450. James Ross, of Pennsylvania.
road for sale at the door of the
Trumbull—July 10, 1800, p 496; w 3,
the Conqueror’s time. William was better in ever}’ way. I feel very grate Tiffin Courthouse. He failed to make
p 451. Governor Trumbull, of Con
satisfied with a very modest sort of ful and advise others afflicted to try a sale on account of the want of bidders
necticut.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Miss Nellie Starr. and the road will have to b« reappraised
crown, a plain circlet heightened with
Clermont—December 6, 1800; p 496;
readvertised. The last appraise
four spikes. The rulers who followed Hood’s Pills cure biliousness, indisges- and
w 3. p 451. Town in France.
ment was $34,000.
Fairfield—December 9. 1800; p 496;
him, though, were more extravagant. tion.
w 3. p 451. Land of fair fields.
Charles I. wore a crown that weighed
Simon S. Hartman, ol Tunnelton,
The Fullers have had a number of
Belmont—September 7. 1801; p 497;
seven pounds and six ounces, and cost weddings, but they have not been com West Va., has been subject to attacks of
w 3, 452. Captain Joseph Belmont.
pelled to go outside the family for colic about once a year, and would have
£1,110.
Note. Ohio never was a separate
territory. Convention called in 1801,
The heighth of magnificence in Brit jridesmaids. With nine daughters the to call a doctor and then suffer for abont
household of the Chief Justice is well
convened November 1, 1802. Constitu
ish crowns, however, was reached in equipped
twelve hours as much as some do when
for occasions of that kind.
tion signed and adopted at Chillicothe.
the coronation crown of Queen Victoria.
they die. He was taken recently just
November 29, 1802. Never submitted
Not to b© Trilled With.
It weighs thirty-nine ounces and six
the same as at other times, and conclud
to people for ratification. Congress
(From Cincinnati Gazette.)
recognized same, and on Thursday,
ed to try Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera
pennyweights, Troy, and is made up
February 17, 1803. passed an act admit
Will people never learn that a “cold” and Diarrhoea Remedy. He says: “I
almost entirely of rare gems. There
The Power of Ice.
ting the territory embraced as the State
is an accident to be dreaded, and that took one does of it and it gave me rebel
are
in
it
one
large
ruby,
a
huge,
broadThe
army
rules
are
that
2
inch
ice
of Ohio, which with other legislation,
in five minutes. That is more thau any
took effect on the assembling of the first will,sustain a man or properly spaced spread sapphire and sixteen other sap when it occurs treatment should be thing else has ever done for me.” For
promptly
applied?
There
is
no
know

State Legislature at Chillicothe on Tues infantry; 4-inch ice will carry a man on phires, eleven emeralds, over 2,500 fine
sale by druggists.
day, Marek 1. 180:1. The following
diamonds and over 275 exquisite pearls. ing where the trouble will end; and
horseback,
or
cavalry,
or
light
guns;
6The Urbana Strawboard company
counties have been “erected” by State
Queen Victoria has other crowns, but while complete recover}’ is the rule, the and the Ohio Strawboard company of
inch ice, heavy field guns, such as 80authority since that time, viz :
exceptions
are
terribly
frequent,
and
Scioto—March 24, 1803; vol 1, p 9; w pounders; 8-inch ice, a batter}’ of artil her coronation crown is the greatest of thousands of fatal illnesses occur every Urbana, appeared before Justice Miller
yesterday afternoon, under an indict
3. 453. Indian name, Soft Water.
lery, with carriages and horses, but not all. It is lined with violet velvet, and is
Warren—March 24, 1803; vol 1, p 9; over 1,000 pounds per square foot on said to be an excellent fit, but she does year ushered in by a little injudi ment by the grand jury for fouling and
cious exposure and seemingly trilling po'isoning a public stream of water, and
w 3. 454. General Joseph Warren.
not wear it. An officer appointed by
Butler—March 24, 1803; vol 1, p 9; w sledges; and 10 inch ice sustains an the Lord Chamberlain gets a big salary symptoms. Beyond this, there are to pleaded guilty. A line of $150and costs
day countless invalids who can trace was imposed in each case.
army or innumerable multitude. On
3, 454. General Richard Butler.
Montgomery—March 24.1803; vol 1, p 15-inch ice railroad tracks are often and a title for simply watching it and their complaints to “coltfs,” which at
All last winter Mr. Geo. A. Mills, of
the time ol occurrence gave no concern,
9; w 3, 454. General Richard Mont laid and operated for months, and ice the Queen’s other regalia.
and were therefore neglected.—When Lebanon, Conn ,was badly afflicted with
gomery.
The Popes, since the time of Pope
Greene—March 24, 1803; vol 1, p 9; two feet thick withstood the impact of Benedict NIL, have worn the highest troubled with a cold use Chamberlain’s rheumatism. At times it was so severe
Cough Remedy. It is prompt aud
a loaded passenger car, after a 69 foot
w 3, 454. General Nathaniel Greene.
that he could not stand up straight, but
Columbiana—March 25, 1803; vol 1, fall (or, perhaps 1,500 foot tone), but crown known. It stands, of course, as a effectual. 25 and 50 cent bottles for
was drawn over ou one side. “I tried
sale
by
druggists.
sacred
relic.
It
is
a
lofty,
uncleft
mitre
p 15: w 3 454. Columbus and Anna.
broke under that of the locomotive and
different remedies without receiving
Gallia—March 25, 1803; vol 1, p 19: w tender (for, perhaps, 3,000 tons.) Trau- encircled by three coronets, rising one
Some prankish students stole the
3,454. Ancient name of Greece.
above the other and surmounted by a human skeleton belonging to the high relief,” he says, “until about six months
Franklin—March 30. 1803; vol 1, p 26; twinegives the crushing strength of firm
ago I bought a bottle of Chamberlain’s
ice as 167-250 pounds per square inch. ball and cross. It is studded with price school at Freeport, Me., the other night, Pain Balm. After using it for three days
w 3. 454. Dr. Benjamin Franklin.
and
ran
it
up
by
the
halyards
to
the
top
tny rheumatism was gone and has not
Muskingum—January 7, 1804: vol 2, Colonel Ludlow, in his experiments in less gems and there are ribbons on each
returned since. For sale by druggists.
p 68, and volume 3, 251; w 3, 456. In 1881, on 6-12 inch cubes, found 292 889 side, similar to those on the mitre of of the flagpole on the public common.
dian name. Riverside.
an Italian bishop.
pounds
for
pure
hard
ice,
and
222-S20
The blue-bird is ha led as a harbinger
Athens—February 20, 1805; vol 3, p
Bassett Hour mills and elevator, near
One of the most interesting crown? in of Spring. It is also a reminder that a
pounds for inferior grades, and on the
283; w 3, 458. Capi tal of Greece.
Elntore, were destroyed by fire. Lost
Highland—February 18. 1805; vol 3, Delaware River 700 pounds fo; clear ice the world is that of the royal house of blood purifier is needed to prepare the $43,000; insurance $25,000. Wm. Law
p 256; w 3,457. Owing to highlands.
and 400 pounds or less for ice near the Italy, known as the iron crown of the system for the debilitating weather to ler, an employe of the elevator, was
Champaign—February 20, 1805; vol
Lombards. It is not an iron crown at
Listen and you will hear the hurt fighting the flames.
3, p 285; w 3, 458. “Character of Sur mouth, where it is more or less disinte all, except that a thin band ot iron is dome.
birds singing: “Take Ayer’s Sarsapar
“A crick in the back,” a pain under
grated
by
the
action
of
salt
water,
«fcc.
face.”
the shoulder-blades, biliousness, and
Geauga—December 20, 1.805; vol 4, p Experiments of Gzowski gave 208 placed inside it. This iron, it is said, is illa in March, April, May.”
65; w3. 459. Indian name. Raccoon.
constipation, are symptoms of disorder
pounds: those of others, 310-320 pounds. a nail that was "taken from the cross on
The new State of Utah will start in by ed stomach, kidneys, liver, bowels. For
Miami—January 16. 1807; vol 5, p94;
which Jesus Christ was crucified
The
tensile
strength
was
found
by
Ger

making
a
jury
consist
of
eight
persons
w 3. 460. Indian name, Mother.
all ailments originating in a derange
The crown was used for the corona instead of twelve.
Portage—February 10, 1807; vol 6, p man experiments to be 142-223 pounds
ment of these organs, take Ayer’s Pills.
3; w 3, -fel. Indian name, Portage path. per square inch. The shearing strength tion of the Lombard Kings as far back
Cuyahoga—February 10, 1807. and has been given as 75-119 pounds per as the year 591, and is now kept in the SERIOUS FACTS ABOUT BREAD
WANTED—A reliable lady or gentle
Feb. 19, 1810; vol 6, p 4 and vol 8, p square inch. The average specific Cathedral of Monza. Thirty-five of the
man to distribute samples and make a
Which Housekeeper Should Earnest house-to-house canvass for our Vegetable
145; w 3, 461, w 3, 469. Indian name,
ly Consider.
gravity of ice is 0.02. In freezing water Lombard Kings wore it at their coro
Crooked River.
Toilet Soaps. $40 to $75 a month easily
A serious danger menaces the health made. Address Crofts & Reed, 842 to
Ashtabula—Feb. 10,1807 and Jan. 23, increases in volume from 1-9 to 1-18, or nations, ns did the great Emperor
1811; vol 6, p 4, vol 9, p 42; w 3, 461, w an average of 1-11; when floating, 11-12 Charles V. of Germany and Spain, Na of the people of this country in the 850 Austin Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
3, 474. Indian name. Fish river.
poleon I., in 1805, and the Austrian numerous alum baking powers that are
Wm. E. Schwier, the young lawyer
Licking—January 30, 1808; vol 6, p is immersed.
who pleaded guilty to stealing 40 bush
21; w 3, 463. Indian name, Licking The Cabinet Ladies Taboo Liquor Emperor Ferdinand, in 1838. The Aus now being urged uf on the public.
trians captured it from the Italians in
There is no question as to the detri els of wheat from the farm of Cyrus
creek.
An interesting feature of the dinner
Knox—January 30, 1808; vol 6, p 22; recently given to President and Mrs. 1859, but had to return it in 1866. The mental effects of these powders upon Zollors, attemped suicide in the county
w 3, 463. General Henrv Knox.
crown is set with precious etones, but the system. Every Board of Health, jail at Canton.
Richland—Jan. 30, 1808, and Jan. 7, Cleveland by Secretary and Mrs. Car it is not a very fancy crown as com
every physician, will tell you of the un The U. S. Gov't Reports
1813; vol 6, p 23, and vol 9, p 21: w 3, lisle was the entire absence of wine and
pared with some others.
wholesome qualities they add to the
463 w 3, 477. Considered rich lands.
show Royal Baking Powdef
liquors from the table. There were two
Another beauty is the crown of the food. Some countries have absolutely
Delaware—February 10, 1808; vol 6, p glasses at each plate, one for Potomac
superior
to all others.
29; w 3, 464. Indian tribe.
Emperor of all the Russia. It is con prohibited the sale of bread containing
Stark—February 13, 1808; vol 6, p water and the other‘for Appollinaris. structed on a rather ecclesiastical de alum.
Wm. M. Opperman, aged 74, an in
Mrs. Cleveland and Mrs. Lamont, Mrs.
154; w 3, 465. General John Stark.
mate of the Toledo insane asylum, com
Even small doses of alum, given to mitted suicide by strangling himself with
Wayne—Feb. 13, 1808, Jan. 4. 1812; Carlisle, Miss Morton and Mrs. Wilson sign, which is due, no doubt, to the fact
vol 6, p 155, vol 10. p 17: w 3, 464, w 3, of the cabinet ladies are teetotalers and that the priests of the Greek Church had children, have produced fatal results, a strip torn from his bedding.
475. General Anthony Wayne.
some suggestions to offer as to the pat while cases of heartburn, indigestion,
Dell Gross, of Massillon, the abscond
Tuscarawas—February 13, 1808; vol 6, never touch wine on any occasion. Col tern when a Czar long since passed away griping constipation, dyspepsia, and
ing clerk of the Hotel Sailor, has been
p 163; w 3, 466. Indian name, Open onel Lamont says he never tasted
mouth.
whiskey in his life, and it is well known took it into his imperial head to levy a various kindred gastric troubles from released on the payment of $300 by his
Preble—February 15, 1808; vol 6, p that he never takes wine at dinuere. tax of a few million rubles upon his irritation of the mucous membrane, father to Proprietor Peter Sailer.
164; w 3, 467. Captain Edward Preble.
miserable subjects that he might buy caused by the continous use of food pre Wright’s Celery Tea regulates tho
Darke—Jan. 3, 1809 and Dec. 14, Secretarj’ Carlisle has not touched a himself the piece of headgear.
liver and kidneys, cures constipation
pared with alum or alum-phosphate and
1816; vol 8. p 69 and vol 15, p 5; w 3, glass of anything intoxicating since he
sick headacbe. 26c at all druggists.
The
Emperor
of
China
has
stuck
to
a
powders, are familiar in the practice of
467, w 3, 484. General William Darke. entered the Cabinet. Mrs. Cleveland
Measles
and pneumonia continue to
Huron—Feb. 7. 1809 and Jan. 31, and all the ladies of the Cabinet, with plain, old-fashioned crown of gold, un every physician.
cause
death
of many children at Woos
1815: vol 7. p 194 and vol 13, p 113; w 3,
It is not possible that any prudent ter.
the exception of Mrs. Carlisle, serve adorned by jewels, but engraved with
469, w 3, 481. Indian tribe.
housewife, any loving mother, will
the
names
of
his
distinguished
ancestors,
Pickaway—January 10, 1810; vol 8, p wine at dinner and lunches for the
knowingly use an article of food that
41; w 3, 469. Indian tribe.
benefit of their guests, but Mrs. Carlisle while the crown of the Mikado of Japan will injur the health of her household, or
looks
like
a
golden
bell
studded
with
Guernsey—January 31, 1810; vol 8, p says that no wine or liquor of any kind
prehaps cause the death of her children.
65; w 3, 470. French-British Isle.
How shall the dangerous alum jiowders
has crossed the threshold since the inau jewels as big as nutmegs.
Coshocton—Jan. 31, 1810 and Jan. 22,
be distinguished? And how shall the
©tires
As
might
be
expected,
the
Shah
of
1811; vol 8, page 81 and vol 9, p 32; w 3. guration of President Cleveland. Secre Persia has gODe to the extreme in the to health from their use be avoided?
It is not what we say. but what
tary Olney has given up his Sunday
470. w 3, 474. Indian name.
Geneally, alum powders may be
Fayette—January 19, 1810; vol 8, p evening dinners, and now invites guests crown line, and Ins best headdress looks from the price at which they are sold, Hood's Sarsaparilla does, that tells the
138; w 3,472. Marquis De Lafayette.
for Saturday night instead.— Washing in shape something like a flowerpot or from the fact that they are accomp story of its merit.
Madison—February 16, 1810; vol 8, p
with a wide spreading top. It contains anied by a gift, or are disposed of under
248; w 3, 472. President James Madison. ton Letter.
The thousands of people whom it ha3
jewels such as Monte Cristo never was some scheme. The alum powder costs
Clinton—February 19, 1810; vol 8, p
but a few cents a pound to make, and raised from disease and despair to happi
able
to
present
to
his
best
friend,
and
is
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
236; w 3, 472. George Clinton.
is often sold at 20 or 25 cents a pound. ness and health, are the strongest and
topped off by two silken plumes that If some present is given with it, the best advertisements Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Medina—Feb. 18, 1812, Jan. 14. 1818;
Contain Mercury,
vol 10, p 122, vol 16, p 69; w 3, 475, w. 3, As mercury will surely destroy the sense sparkle with hundreds of the choicest price may be 30, 40 or 5C cents a pound has. No other preparation in existence
492. Arabian origin.
It is impossible to name all the alum has such a record of wonderful cures.
small gems.
Harrison—Jan. 2, 1813, Feb. 13.1813; of smell and completely derange
powders in the market, but any baking
This is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla has the
That
awful
man,
the
Sultan
of
Tur

vol 11, p 11, vol 11, p 26; w 3, 4J6, w 3, the whole system when entering it
powder sold at a low price, or adver
477. William Henry Harrison.
through the mucous surfaces. Such key, has for a crown a turban that is tized as ci sting only as much as cream largest sale, and requires for its produc
Monroe—Jan. 2i>, 1813, Feb. 3,1815; articles should never be used except on adorned with jewels enough to purchase of tartar powders, or accompanied by a tion the largest laboratory in the world.
Now if you need a good medicine, why
vol 11, p 57, vol 13, p 128; w 3, 477, w 3,
or disposed of under auy scheme,
prescriptions from reputable physicians, all the slaves he will ever need in his present,
not try that which has done others so
482. Hon. James Monroe.
is
of
this
class,
detrimental
to
health,
Pike—January 4, 1815; vol 13, p 52; as the danger they will do is tenfold to palaces. It has two rows of little gold and to be avoided.
much good. Remember
w 3,479. General Zebulon Pike.
to the good you can possibly derive from spires around it, each of which is topped
But the easy, safe, certain ^protection
Lawrence—Dec. 21, 1815, Dec. 20, them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufac off’ with a perfect gem of great size.
of our bread, biscut and cake from all
1816; vol 14, p 22, vol 15, p 6; w 3, 483, tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
And so the crowns run. The German danger of unwholesomeness is in the use
w 3, 485. Captain James Lawrence.
contains no mercury, and is taken inter
of the Royal Baking Powder only. This
Jackson—January 12, 1816; vol 14, p nally,acting directly upon the blood and Emperor has a beauty, but he never has powder is mentioned because of the in
112: w 3,483. General Andrew Jackson. mucous surfaces of the system. In buy taken the trouble to put it on his head numerable reports in its favor by high
Perry—December 26,1817; vol 16, p ing Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get it is said. In fact, the only ruler of medical authorities, by the U. S. Govern
26; w 3, 486. Commodore Oliver H. the genuine. It is taken internally, Europe to-day who is ever seen wearing ment, and by the official chemists and
Perry.
and made in Toledo, Oh io,by F. J. Cheney
his crown
is King
of Sweden, who Boards ol Health, which leave no doubt Promlueatly in the public eye.$l; Bix tor $5
Brown—December 26, 1817; vol 16, p <fc Co. Testimonials free.
,
, Oscar
.
„
as to its entire freedom from alum/ ------------------29; w 3, 487. General Jacob Brown.
Jiarmonioas\y
$@“Sold by Druggists’ price 75c. per curiously enough, is generally regarded jinie anj ammonia, its absolute purity
Sarsaparilla. 25c.
25c,
as the most democratic of all the rulers. I and wholesomeneas.
TlOiXl
Hood’s SarsaDariUa.
Clarke—Dec. 26,1817, Jau. 25, 1819; bottle.
I
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it is Known
Its

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the Only
True Blood Purifier

Banner*

R««gniw»l as Belligerents.

THROVGHOVT OHIO.

KREE13 BISEGBEE.

Common Pleas, in which this express
question w as made and decided and J
thus settled, and the majority of the
Committee are in error when they say
this question is now pending in Court.
Again, while it is true that the Com
missioners have not paid the Probate
Judge in the last year for any services
by him rendered in criminal cases, it is
also true that the Probate Judge has not
in the last year presented to the Com
missioners any statement of services by
him rendered in criminal cases, <»r
claim therefor. Until he does that 1
do not think the Commissioners should
make an allowance for the same. In
other words, the Commissioners should
allow the Probata Judge lor the services
he actually renders in criminal cases
and no more.
Respectfully submitted,
David F. Ewing.

WOODWARD

OPZJB.A
HOUSE.

At last the Congress of the United
There are eight candidates for the
GRANT & STEVENS, Managers.
States has recognized the Cuban insur office of Mayor at Marysville.
gents as belligerents, resolutions having
Painesville cannot find any one will
W. M. HARl’KIt.
FRANK HARPER
Statements
Come
been passed in loth branches by prac ing to run for the municipal offices this Two
HAKI’EK Ac HAKI’EK.
year.
From tlie Committee
tically a unanimous vote. As a conse
quence a war with Spain is not improb
A club of young women at Cuyahoga
THE DRAMATIC EYEXT OF THE SEASON !
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
able, and the annexation of Cuba to the Falls, O., have taken the task upon
imitiHiHniiMtnn
Appointed
to
Examine
the
THE AMERICAN TRAGEDIAN,
United States quite likely. The resolu themselves to collect all the bad debts of |
the merchant of that town.
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
Commissioners’ Report,
tions passed in each branch are the
“Uncle Billy” Whitely died at Springsame in spirit and effect. The House
TELKI’HOM: <X1MNKCTION.
field. He wtts 81 years. old and a
resolutions are as follows:
_ .
_
- pioneer manufacturer of Clarke county. But After All There Was Not Such a
^G8° / i * IP
House of Represen- (»Wneri the Whitely plow works,
ASSISTED tyY
Radical Difference Between the
MOUNT VFKNON. OHIO.
tatives (the Senate concurring), That
Majority
of
the
Connuiltee
and
the
tiiiiiniiutiiuiiitniiHKininiiiMtiiHuiiH
iiHHtm
iaJ B a 9
in the opinion of Congress, a state of
Fayette county will not pay thejurv|
Miss Lelia Wolstan,
THURSDAY MORNING MAR 5.1896 public war exists in Cuba, the parties to fees in theCoit case unless compelled
Prosecutor, and All Find the Pub
And the same selected oom pan j- of players that
which are entitled to belligerent rights, | to. The County Auditor says that he
appeared with Mr. Whiteside daring his en
lic Business Well Conducted.
-O-------- Ugagement at the Herald Square Theatre,
and the United States should observe a believes he has no right to pay them.
New York, this eeaeon, presenting
strict neutrality between the belligerents.
Shakespeare’s sublime creation.
Thieves entered A. F. Freeman’s
Resolved, That Congress deplores the
The committee appointed to exam
MY mo ...
residence at Lima during the absence
AN AD
The Democratic voters of Mt. Yemen destruction of life and property caused of the family, and stole several hundred ine the Commissioners’ report has con
by the war now waging in the island,
ami Clinton township will meet at their and believing that the only permanent dollars’ worth of diamonds and jewelry. cluded its work and as Prosecutor At The Means of Bringing Two Loving
usual voting places on
eolution of the contest equally in the in
Hearts Together.
PRICES—Parquet. 75c., $1.00; Dress
Dr. Slocum, who gave $15,000 toward torney Ewing could not agree on some
Tuesday, March IO, lHlMl,
terest of Spain, the people of Cuba and
A
marriage
with a romance before it has Circle, 50c.; Balcony, 35c.; Gallery, 25c.
unimportant
points
with
Messrs.
Lewis
B.
At 0:30 o'clock, p nr, (standard time,) in other nations would be in the establish the new library, has offered $100 in
been solemnized in Mt. Gilead. Mrs. Belle
the city, and from 2 to 3 o’clock, p m.,oti ment of a government by the choice of cash prizes for the best ptoems and Houck and John H. Stevens, the result Foust was left a widow in Cardington a few
Reserved Seat Sale opens Saturday at 9 a. m. at
Will be continued until APRIL 1st.
essays
on
college
life
by
Ohio
Wesleyan
is
that
two
reports
come
from
the
the people of Cuba, it is the sense of
Green’s Drug Store.
Saturday. March 7, 1H1MI.
years
ago,
and
she
had
one
child,
a boy of
seniors.
examining committee.
In Clinton township, for the purpose of Congress that the government of the
tender years. left to her care Dependent
United States should use its good offices
lOeir cfefegate# from each precinct and
The committee worked diligently and upon her own efforts for a living she remov
The ministers of Canton have taken a
friendly influence to that end
Sealed Proposals For Print
who shall meet in Convention at the Court
Resolved, That the United Slates has decided, stand against the Sunday fun thoroughly and completed the examina ed to Mt Gilead, thinking it would be easier
tag.
eral.
They
are
preparing
a
card*
to
he
not intervened in struggles between any
House.
published, asserting that they will not tion in good season, but then came a there to obtain a means of livelihood. An
Tuesday Evening, March IO, 1H1MJ.
European governments and their colo officiate
advertisement
in
The
Cincinnati
Enquirer
hitch
over
an
agreement
as
to
their
at Sunday funerals.
E A LED PROPOS A LS will be rrceivtd
At 7 o’clock, (standard time, for the purpose nies on this continent; but from the very
by the Knox Oounly Board of Deputy
report, and for several weeks a fruitless from Mansfield for a lady correspondent at
close
relations
between
the
people
of
of nominating a full city and township
Mary McAvoy died at her residence effort was made to get together. Messrs. tracted her attention and she answered it.
State Supervisors of E ectiona. at the office
the
United
States
and
those
of
Cuba,
in
of
said
Board in Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
in Columbus, aged over ICO years. Her
ticket.
Ever seen in Mt. Vernon will be found at my store.
An exchange of letters followed, in which
At the primaries it will be a duty losriect consequence of its proximity and the maiden name was Donahue and she Houck and Stevens were agreed, but it was explained that her unknown friend Until 12 o’clock, noon, Tuesday. March
extent of commerce between the two was bom in Ireland two years before Prosecutor Ewing stood out against
Please note the following prices:
17. 1SJI6,
candidates for Trustees and Assessors for peoples, the present war is entailing
is a tailor and a German by birth, whose
them, and finally Messrs. Houck and name is Abraham Mayer. A meeting was for printing and famishing for said Board
each precinct and also one committeeman great losses upon the people of the the Irish rebellion of 17JJ8.
19 000 official ballots, numbered. Said bal
from each precinct.
T. D. Haskins, of Springfield, inven Stevens committed their views to writ arranged, and it was the old story of quick lots to be printed as per form and quality
United States that Congress is of opinion
ing
and
the
Prosecutor
did
the
same.
tor
of
tne
Haskins
gasoline
motor
car,
By order of Commit'ee.
that the government of the United
love, short courtship and marriage. They of paper on file at the office of said Board
and to be bound in books or tablets accord
There has been considerable public will reside in Mansfield.
J. H. BRANYAN,
States should be prepared to protect the states that the construction of the rail
ing to directions of Board and to be deliv
road
between
Springfield
and
Columbus
legitimate interests of Americans, by
JOHN P. DETTRA,
Chairman,
interest in what the committee would
12 Pairs Youth’s Calf ana Veal Shoes, Reg- (bi
ered to said Board on Thursday, April 2
will begin as soon as the weather will have to say, and it has been eagerly
Secretary.
intervention, if necessary.
Their Only Use for a Sponge.
1896.
permit.
ular Price, $1.50, to be sold for________
W ^5
A bor.d in double the amount of ilie bid
Two tramps btat a saloonkeeper in a
awaited. The delay in filing a report
After an interval of nearly two years
wi'h two sufficient sureties, must accom
The Reed I)o Nothing Congress con
While watching a funeral pass her led many to believe that there was a neighboring city out of several drinks of panv
each bid.
of peace, Nicaragua is again upon the house, Mrs. Harvey Mumaw, of Massil
tinues to do nothing.
fine whisky by a queer trick recently.
50 Pairs Boys’ Calf and Veal Shoes, Regular
/v xv
A 11 bios to be endorsed “Election Print
verge of a revolutionary outbreak. lon, dropped the apple she was eating, “hen on,” which all the more increased They passed a gallon jug over the bar and ing” and banded to the Clerk in person or
Price,
sizes
3
to
5,
$1.75
to
$2
50,
to
be
public
interest
in
the
forthcoming
de

turned
deathly
pale,
and
died
of
neu

The Ohio Legislature has raised the President Zelaya has promptly declared
asked to have it filled with whisky. After s«>nt to him by mail
The Board will require a proof of each
sold for.................................. ..................................
age of consent from fourteen to sixteen himself Dictator; hut inasmuch aB the ralgia of the heart. She was a widow’, liverance of the committee.
it had been filled they tendered a dollar in precinct billot.
and wealthy.
The
Commissioners
’
report
was
not
payment. The bartender said the whisky
The contract for said printing to be let to
years.
national arsenal, containing nearly all
Hugh V. Smith, a prominent farmer, turned over to the Banner in time to was a $4 kind, and refused to take the dol the lowest responsible bidder in the County
of
the
arms
and
ammunition
of
the
Re

the
Board reserving the right to reject any
The highest paid official in the Brit
sued by Ida Peek for endeavoring to put in type for this week’s issue, but the lar. The tramps tefused to pay more, and
ish service is the lord-lieutenant of Ire public, is situated in the city of Leon, criminally assrfult her, swore in court at reports of the examing committee are the bartender emptied the liquor back into or all bids. SAM’L H. PETERMAN.
where the trouble has broken out, the Marion that he kissed her. The jury
Call and see me and be convinced that my store has
land, who receives $100,000 a year.
Chief Deputy,
the barrel and handed back the jug. Af
herew ith presented:
Dictator would seem to be in something returned Miss Peek a verdict for $200.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
ter going down the road some distance the
the best goods for the least money of any place
WM. L CARY. JR.
Notwithstanding his elevation to the like a fix. The frequent recurrence of She sued for $5,000.
tramps smashed the top of the jug and
ABRAHAM T. FULTON,
in the city.
RETORT OF EXAMINING COMMITTEE.
United States Senatorehip, Foraker con civil wars on the isthmus should be
squeezed several good drinks of whisky out Deputy Slate Supervisors of Election for
Tne 9-vear-old son of John Rhodes, of |
Knox County. Ohio
tinues to ply his occupation of legislative borne In mind in connection with the West Salem, secured an old revolver T<> the lion. J. B. Wairjht, Judge of the of two big sponges in the jug.
Attest:—Columbus Ewalt,
Common Pieas Court, in and for Knox
lobbyist.
Nicarauga Canal project. The guaranty which had been about the house for
Clerk.
some time, and accidentally shot him
County, Ohio:
The new Roentgen X rays at first of the interest upon the canal bonds self. The hall entered his stomach, and
Your committee, appointed to ex
ASSKiXEE’S SALE OF REAL
were used successfully, only by long ex would not he the only burden which the chances for his recovery are slight.
amine the Commissioners’ Annual Re
pOC.’.re, but now the processs is instan United States would be required to as
ESTATE.
Charles Rhodes, a 9-year-old hoy of port, for the year ending August 31st,
taneous. Such is the rapid progress of sume. Far more irksome and expen West Salem, accidental}’ shot himself in 1895, submit the following report to-wit: Electric Roads the Tiling
N put3uarceof the order of the Probal
sive would be the obligation to protect the bowels while playing with his
We have made a careful and thor
science.
Court of Knox County. Ohio, I will offer
Southeast Corner Main aud Vine Streets,
commerce on its way through “our father’s revolver and is in a serious con ough examination of all the financial
of the Future,
for sale at public auction at the dor r of the
transactions
of
the
Commissioners
for
dition.
The
accident
happened
in
the
An association has been formed in canal and to guard the works against
Court House in the city of Mount Verncn
Mt. Vernon, Ohio*
Ohio, on
Paris of the persons who escaped from revolutionary marauders; and probably morning, but the boy did not tell of it the past year, and, in our opinion, all
the expenditures made by them were in But the Mud Road Can't
until
evening.
that city by balloon during the siege nothing ehort of annexation and the oc
Saturday the 28th day of March. A. P.
accordance with a fair interprelation of
G. H. and A. G. Howard pleaded the Statutes, governing each transac
be Abandoned.
Sixty-six ballons left the city, carrying cupation of Nicaragua by United States
Is96, at two o’clock, p. m.,
guilty at Dayton to wire tapping, and tion, save and except, we are in doubt
169 persons, many of whom survive.
troops would
answer_________
the purpose.
the following described real estate by par
________
each was sentenced to three years in the
as to the legality of some of the items
all situate in the county of Knox aud
Some of the small fry Republican Con-1 penitentiary. They were arrested in charged by Sheriff C. S. Sapp in the Jail It Should be Improved and Main cels.
In Barcelona, Spain, Sunday, an in
State of Ohio:
__
__
t
.
Z
t,.ZL
i,„»5k
r
r>
|
September
last
for
tapping
a
race
wire
Fee
Bills,
presented
by
him
and
allowed
tained
for
the
Common
Benefit
of
F
irst
Parcel:—The W. and S parisof the
dignation meeting was held over the ac gressmen continue to harp lustily
n , «r on preparatOry to a killing of pool rooms by the Commissioners; but as that ques
N. E Qr. of Sec 23, Tp 8, R 10, containing
All.—Some Proposed Legislation of 120 acres more or less Annraised at $2,040.
tion of the United States Senate in pass the tariff and demand the restoration of on the western and southern circuits.
tion is now pending in the Courts of this
Second Parcel:—The 8 E. Qr. of the N.
Interest to Farmers —-Obnoxious
ing the Cuban resolutions and a mob the McKinley law, but the party leaders
An eagle, measuring five feet and County, and will he fully investigated
W. Qr. of said Pec. 23, Tp. 8. R. 10, con
surrounded the United States Consulate say no, for the reason that the new seven inches from tip to tip, was killed and judicially determined by said
Weed Law to be Amended.
taining 40 acres more or less. Appraised at
and stoned it.
$720
taritr is becoming more popular every by Frank Schaub, of Massillon, near the Courts, we await their decision; and in
one or two instances the Commissioners
Third Parcel:—The E. half of the 8 W
Canada intends to treat herself to an day. The continued prosperity of man Pocock mine. The bird was perched have made allowances for services ren
Knox County farmers are perhaps inter Qr. of said Sec. 23. Tp. 8. R. 10. containing
on
the
limb
of
a
tree,
at
2
o
’
clock
in
the
80
acres more or less. Appraiser! at $16SO.
international exposition, and from th ufacturing establishments under the morning, when Schaub espied it. He dered by County officers, that the com ested in electric transportation, but it is
Fourth Parcel:—The W. half of the 8
anniversary of the Queen’s birthday new tariff has put a damper on threw a club and succeeded in killing it. pensation allowed was in excess of the probable that its value is not fully appre E. Qr. of said Sec 23, Tp. 8, R 10, contain
amount of labor performed, hut we do ciated by this class. The farmer will be ing 80 acres more or less. Appraised at
(on May 24 next) until October 15, Mon the McKinley law. Here is one
Josiah Wigley, the Akron contractor, not censure the Commissioners, for we slow to grasp the meaning of the statement $1440.
of
the
largest
evidences
ot
prosper

treal, the Dominion metropolis, will be
Fifth Parcel:—The W. half the S E. Qr.
who disappeared on the day of his are satisfied that they are honest and
ity under the present administration indictment last fall, for attempting to efficient men, but that the same was an that the cost of operating the wagon roads of the 8- E Qr. of said Sec 23, Tp. 8. R. 10,
decked in holiday nttire.
of
Ohio
is
$1,000,000,000,
and
this
could
be
containing 20acres more or less. Appraised
A special to the Cincinnati Enquirer, bribe City Councilman Maurice G. Sny oversight.
A lawyer of Biddeford, Me., is af
Alter making a careful investigation reduced four fifths and bring a net gain to at $360.
from Wilkesbarre, Pa., says: “The big der, surrendered himself to the Sheriff,
Sixth Parcel:—The N halves of lots 3
flicted with a peculiar mania for collect
of the bills for legal publications, pre the people of $800,000,000 annually by the
mills of the lace industry in this country and was released on giving a $2,500 sented by the Mt. Vernon Republican feubs'itutiou of electric and steam power for and 4 in the 2nd Qr. of Howard Tp., con
ing lamps of all sorts. His craze costs
bond. He has been in Canada since he
taining
100 acres more or les’. Also tlie
are located in Wilkesbarre. When the left Akron.
and Mt. Vernon Banner, we find that horse power.
W. half of the N. half of lot 5 in the 2nd
him a great deal of money, and he de
there is not an instance where they
Wilson bill was passed in Congress it
Hon. Martin Dodge, estimates that the Qr. of Howard Township, containing 25.
claros that he is aware of the folly of it
The Baumeier family of Sandusky, have charged in excess of the legal rate, value of the 25,000,000 acres of farm lands acreB. Appraised at $2250.
was predicted that it would bring ruin
Seventh Parcel:—The South halves of
but is entirely unable to resist it.
mother, daughter and three sons, are on
in several hills presented by them in the State has fallen off at the rate of $20
on the industry. Just the contrary has trial for receiving stolen property and
and paid to them, we find they have an sere or $500,000,000 within the past 15 lots 5. 6 and 7, in the 2nd Qr. of Howard
Tp., containing 150 acres more or less. Ap
A remarkable feat in moving was happened. The mills here -can’t fill When arrested, wagon loads of mer charged and received even less than the
praised at $22f0.
successfully accomplished in Chicago their orders. At a meeting of the Di chandise were found in their possession fees allowed by law; but in a few pub years and in course of argument in laver of
Eighth Parcel:—20 acres off of fheS end
electric railway extension that would bring
The
father
of
the
family
was
tried
on
lications
we
find
that
more
space
is
used
of
lots 8 and 9 in the 2nd Qr.of Howard Tp.
rectors
of
the
Wyoming
Valley
Lace
recently, when a large stone church
farms closer to the centers of trade with as conveyed to Jonathan Colopy by Jacob
the
same
charge
and
sentenced
to
two
than
is
actually
necessary,
and
by
using
with a massive square tower, was jacked Company today a semi-annual dividend years in the penitentiary.
less space, a great saving would be made great benefit to the fanners, he says: “It is Lybarger and wife. Appraised at $200
of 6 per cent was declared.”
Ninth Parcel:—The 8 E Qr of the 8.
up from its foundation and moved
to the County, and the law be fully known that the cost of transportation af
A
piece
of
soap
caused
William
Jones
complied with. In view of this we cite fects the profits of industry aud even the W. Qr. of Sec. 24 Tp. 8 R 11, (Brown Tp )
distance of fifty feet to another lot.
containing
40 acres more or less. Also ten
The revenues from customs for the to assault Leonard Mahoney at the in the publication of the “Notice to Tax wages of labor, and this is especially tfiie
OltKMN GiOODN.
acres off of the E. Side of the W. half of
The Ways and Means Committee has present fiscal year promise to reach firmary at Martin’s Ferry, last Thurs Payers,” which costs the County annu of the agricultural industry and labor be the S. W. Qr.of Sec. 24, aforesaid, as con
day. Mahoney died yesterday as a
appointed an expert to investigate the $170,000,000. For January, 1896, the result. Both were inmates of the insti ally $420.00, and, in our opinion, is of stowed upon lands , Those lands that are veyed to Jonathan Colopy by Michael W. 1 lot Figured Dress Goods,
little-value or interes-t to the people.
Cox and wife Appraised at $750.
receipts
for
customs
amounted
to
$16,the reciprocity principle of the McKin
tution and both wanted to use the soap This notice we believe could be reduced remote from the means of transportation
Tenth Pabcei :—The following described
worth 25c, 17c.
ley tariff; so it will have to be admitted 380,796, which if kept up would bring at the same time. They had had trou in space at least one-half, and yet be in or inaccesible are of little value and may be real estate belonging to said Jonathan Colopy
Jefferson Township, Knox COnpty. Ohio,
that that measure has at last made work the receipts, for the present calendar ble. Jones is under arrest.
strict compliance with Section 1087 of even worthless, while other lands of no in
and being the 8. E- part of the S. E Qr. of 1 lot All Wool Dress Goods,
At Youngstown John Fergus and Joe the Revised Statutes of Ohio, which is better quality, but more favorably situated, Sec. 18. Tp. 8 and R 10, containing 40 acres
year up to nearly $200,000,000 from
in plenty for at least one individual.
worth 50c, 25c,
duties on imports. But there is no Scotlish, two boys under 10 years, were the Section of law providing for such are higher priced in proportion to the trans more of less Appraised at $400.
portation facilities.” The cheapest means
Terms of Sale:—Five per cent, of the pur
Now that Nansen has discovered the doubt that the actual tariff is a better arrested for burglarizing a store Thurs publications.
Upon investigation we find that the we have or know of is transportation by chase price cash on the day of sale; the bal 1 lot Plain All Wool Dress
north pole, what are we to do with it? revenue producer than was the McKin day night. They secured a ladder and County
ance of one third of the purchase price cash
is carrying $10,000 00 insurance
entered over the transom. Fergus has
Goods, worth 39c, 25c.
Nobody wants it and it offers no Batter ley taritr or than would be the Reed- commited several other crimes of a like on the Court House at an annual cost steamship upon deep vrate^ which is so in 30 days from the da>’ of sale; ohe third of
slow that a ton can be carried a thousand one purchase price in one year and one
ing inducements to summer tourists. Dingley bill if made a law. Notwith nature. They secured a considerable of $41.66; $4,SCO on the Jail at an an miles upon the great like for $1.25, or less third of the purchase price in two years
----- O— —
Just what benefit the discovery will be standing the increase of internal tax on amount of plunder, which was recover nual cost of $22 48; $1,000 00 on the The rate of transportation by animal power from the day of sale:the last two payments to
Sheriff’s Office Building, at an annual
bear 6 per cent cent interest front the day
TABLE IdiarSHfS.
to the scientific world does not appear. spirits, the internal revenues from that ed.
costof $4.17; $20,000.00 on the Infirmary is twenty five cents per ton a mile. We are of sale, and to be secured by mortgage on
Three
years
ago
$<>5,000
of
Wocster
ouly
able
to
move
by
horsepower
for
the
the
property
sold.
Building,
at
an
annual
cost
of
$92
17,
And now Maryland has joined the source is declining not only relatively city bonds were sold to aid in securing making a total of $35,50000 insurance, same cost $1.25, a distance of five miles as
We recently purchased
E. I MENDENHALL.
procession. Her favorite son, the pre to the growth of the population, but ab the Wooster & Lodi branch of the B. i at an annual cost to the County of against a distance of twenty five miles Assignee in trust for the benefit of the SI,000
worth of
Table
creditors of Jonathan A. Colopy.
sent Governor, Lloyd Lowndes, is pushed solutely in amount. The meaning of O. There has long been a question as $160.48. This, in our opinion, is more which we reach with the electric cars, or
March 2. 1896.
Linens
that
we
are
selling
to legality of the bonds. Monday insurance than is absolutely necessary
this
is
that
the
American
people
are
into the hand wagon and enthusiastic
Cooper and Moore, Att’ys.
250 miles with the steam cars, or 1000 miles
when there was $2,200 interest due, the
at two-thirds value. We
Marylanders are thowing their hats in consuming less whisky for drink than city officials were enjoined from paying for the protection by loss of fire on all with the steam shipsthe buildings, excepting the Infirmary
actually lose money on them
But the mud road has its uses and the
the air for him. This sonny business is ever before in proportion to the popula the interest. The bonds are in the hands Building, and we recommend that the
of New York parties.
but this is our way of ad
going to cut a big figure in the St. Louis tion.
amount of insurance on the Court importance of good public roads is felt If You Want
Jas. French, of Massillon, who is well House, Jail and Sheri ff’s Office Building keenly in Ohio. We are hopelessly in the To Buy Shoes
convention.
vertising.
That frothing besom of war, Senator- on towards 70 years of age, and has be reduced, and the amount on the In mud and the present road law is a miserable
In 1895 New Orleans exported nearly elect Foraker of Ohio, sent in his ere been married but one month, already firmary Building be increased.
makeshift. The wagon roads in Knox Above
We further find the expense incurred county have been very poorly kept within
7,000.000 bushels of wheat, being ex dentials through Senator Sherman. pleaded guilty to a charge of wife heat
sending prisoners to the Zanesville the last few years from no fault of super
ceeded on the Atlantic side only by New These credentials consisted of an ex ing, and his wife, who is partially blind, in
TOWELS.
and
says she was married for money, is workhouse is very large. The cost of visors, but by reason of inadequate provi
York and Baltimore. Ten years before pensively bound morocco volume, in now after him with a charge of slander, transportation, boarding and return rail
sions of the law.
Towels at 10,15,17 and 23
New Orleans exported only 648,337 casing a certificate of election engrossed and another of cruelty to animals. The road fare, which are paid by the Couuty,
In Quality
Relief from the Legislature may be e
is far in excess of the difference between
cents,
every one of which
bushels of wheat, and was surpassed by upon parchment in old English text. humane society is also on his track.
And Below
,
„ , . , .
, - ., .
I the legal rate (fifty cents a day) for pected this winter, but it will be merely
Boston and Philadelphia, as well as The whole business was tied with a blue
are Special Bargains.
An effort is bein^ put forth to save | boarding prisoners at the County Jail, revival of old methods and not in the line
by New York and Baltimore.
silk cord. This sounds as if it were a Lawyer W. E. Schriner, of Canton, who and the rate (forty cents a day) charged of closer organization and improvement
joke, hut it is an actual fact. It is said has served one year in the penitentiary, at the Zanesville Work House; and in “A bill to improve public roads,” is now
The “endless chain” letters scheme is to be the funniest apparition Washing from going there again. He was recent view of these facts we believe it would before the General Assembly. It compels
found guilty of burglary and larceny, be a great saving to the County, and a
SIDKM.
In Price,
to be started at Massillon in behalf of ton has seen since a Congressman from ly
and after getting back to his cell took a matter of economy to confine all Knox all ablebodied male persons between the
ages of 21 and 55 years, except honorably Buv a
McKinley’s candidacy for President. the far West walked up Pennsylvania poisonous drug, with suicidal intent. County prisoners in our County Jail.
A few of the SI and S1.50
discharged soldiers who served in the United
McKinley’s pursuit of the Presidency avtnue in a high hat, a pair of ear He has been acting queerly, and his
We further find that the Commission States governn ent, acting members of the
Silks
left at 39c.
father
is
behind
a
movement
to
have
has become an ’‘endless” nuisance. He muffs, a frock-coat and knit mitts of
ers have neglected to make an allow
Ohio National guard and residents of
him
declared
insane.
ance
to
the
Probate
Judge
for
his
seris running alter the office in as undig bright yellow yarn. The credentials
municipal corporations shall be liable, an
nified manner as candidates for Town were accepted and Foraker is now ready
Rufus Castor, a farmer aged 38, who vices, actually rendered in criminal nually, to perform two days labor on the Of Shoes
cases, under Section 6470 of the Revised
lived
a
few
miles
south
of
Findlay,
died
txOSSAUERS.
ship Assessor or Road Supervisor.
to begin in due time the inflation of the from symptons of arsenic poisoning, Statutes of Ohio, and in our opinion the highways. The allowance shall be $1.25 for Of
Dr. Hunter, the Republican caucus Congressional Record.—N. Y. World.
and his wife is lying at the point of Commissioners should make a reason laborers and $2.50 for man with team.
We will open a Clearance
death witn similar symptoms. The only able (not exorbitant) allowance annual
nominee for United States Senator in
A Stark county exchange quotes a pro
ly
for
such
services,
as
contemplated
by
Sale
of Rain Coats and
The Chairman of the Republican Na explanation of the poisoning is that the said Section of the Statutes.
minent farmer as follows: “If we are not
Kentucky, has withdrawn from the race
parties
were
taken
sick
6oon
after
eating
Gossamers,
Your Committee desires to commend subjected to any more severe cold snaps The Delineator of Fashions
after a fruitless fight of two months’ du tional Committee—Senator Carter, of some meat which they had cured a
ration. An agreement which Hunter Montana—declares that the vote of the short time ago, and it is believed that in the County Auditor upon the business there will be an immense wheat crop and
like manner in which he keeps the
had signed, in which he declared for the Senate practically defeating the Dingley curing it arsenic was used by mistake, transactions of the County Commission the harvest will come about two weeks In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
earlier than usual. We are having an ex
instead
of
saltpeter.
Tariff
bill,
“
will
bring
the
Republican
free coinage of silver, in order to catch
ers; and all of the County officials,
The ministers of Lima were cleverly whose transactions it was the duty of tremely mild winter, which will tend to
the votes of the Populist members of the party to its senses.” If iron and copper
hasten it in. I remember that in the winter
Legislature, was discovered and made and lead and coal and wool and wood duped by a religious fraud, who repre this Committee to examine, are con of 1879 and 1880, the winter was open and
sented
himself
an
studying
for
the
minis

ducting
the
duties
of
their
respective
po.
public. This drove the sound money are to be protected, why not silver? Sil try and trying to earn money to com sitions in a business like way.
very mild aud the next June brought forth
Republicans from him and he pulled out ver and lead come out of the same plete his studies. He secured recom
We wish to extend our thanks to the an immense crop and harvesting was fully
mine. Why makes drakes of one metal mendations from a number ot preach County officials, together with others, two weeks earlier.”
of the contest.
-A. JNTHD
and ducks of the other? “Protection ers, and successfully canvassed the city who aided us in performing the duties of
The Banner has conversed with promi
Hon. Walter B. Richie, of Lima, has forever!” shouts Mr. Carter, “but let for advertising for a gospel temperance our positions; and we are specially in nent farmers from different parts of Knox
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
started a boom for Hon. James E. everything be protected.” Unless the book he proposed to get out. He de debted to David Tuttle, the efficient and county. The opinions given were widely
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Campbell for the Democratic Presi mountaineers are to be taken in under frauded several boarding houses, and is accommodating Court House Janitor, at variance. In same sections, the crop
OUR GRADES ARE THE
now working in other parts of the State. for his kindness and valuable assistance, have been injured by the freezes while in
BEST AND OUR PRICES
dential nomination. Since Gov. Campthe cover of paternalism, they will kick;
THE LOWEST in the city.
An interesting case, known as the rendered the Committee.
others, they will mature a full yield, so
hell’s charges of last Fall’s campaign and, according to the protective logic,
Respectfully
submitted,
CALL AND GET AN ES
“hook and eye case,” is attracting the
that taking the county as a whole, the crop
have been vindicated, he has a popular
Lewis B. Houck, )
TIMATE ON THE LUM
attention of the court at Tiffin. Several
they are quite justified.
J
no. H. Stevens, } c<>mmiRee
will
be
fully
an
average
one.
ity never before enjoyed by him. Camp
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
months ago, A.Weinandv, a New Riegel
YOU BUY.
merchant, purchased what he thought Mt. Vernon, Ohio, February 27,1896.
bell is a good Democrat, a sound states
Two bills have been introduced in the
The Republican Congress is all at sea to be 12 gross of hooks and eyes. He
OUR STOCK OF
Ohio house which are in the interest of the
man, and would make an excellent
and cannot agree on any legislation. received a consignment of 12 great gross
the prosecutors say.
lumber is Complete
farmers. The first makes it a misdemeanor
President. If the Democratic Conven The House tariff bill was defeated in and alleges that the word “great” was
As I cannot unite with the majority to fail to destroy the Russiau tbiitle. It is
WE CAN SAVE
tion comes West for a candidate, Gov.
The People’s Dry Goods Store.
the Senate by the vote 33 to 22, and embodied in the contract after he had of the Committee in its foregoing report,
YOU MONEY.
Campbell will loom up most formidably. charges of party disloyalty flew thick placed the order. Suit was begun to I will briefly and respectfully give my made the duty of township trustees, con
THE BEST GRADES OF
stables and road supervisors to see that
recover the amount for the alleged reasons therefor.
these pests ate destroyed and if anyone fails
Hon. Chas. Q. Davb, of Franklin and fast. There is a big breach in the “padded” order, hut the plaintiffs have
HARD
and SOFT COAL
First, I beg leave to say that I agree
to destroy his crop of the weed after five
with the majority in all that they say as day
county, has been unseated as member Republican ranks and that “cinch” the been twice beaten.
ALWAYS ON HAND.
’
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not
less
Sandusky capitalists are now looking to the honesty, capacity and courtesy of than $5 nor more than $25. If the township
of the House, and the office given to a Reps, have been claiming on the Presi
James Patterson,
dency
has
gone
glimmering.
It
looks
for
J. B. Hastings, chemist,and inventor, the Knox County Courthouse officials, officers neglect their duties the}’ are also
Republican who was clearly not elected,
TKLEPHOXE NO. 55,
who
came
to that city from Parkersburg, from the Auditor to the janitor, yet I liable. Tl>e second bill adds wild lettuce to.
like
the
people
will
again
elect
a
Demo

300-311 W. Gambier Street
hut who was so anxious for the place
am satisfied that in some cases there the present law r* quiring obnoxious weids
A consignment of
W.
Va.
about
four
months
ago.
Hast

be destroyed. It is claimed that both th^
Leave orders with Francis Evans,
that the Republican majority in the cratic President in order that there may. ings asserted that he had a process, in has been an unwarranted and unlawful to
Russian
thistle
and
wild
lettuce
have
male
Oysters, Selects and
B.
A
O.
Express
Office
House was willing to cast aside con he a safe and business-like administra vented by himself, which would make expenditure of the public money, due rapid spread throughout Ohio.
not
to
any
dishonest
or
corrupt
inten

tion
ol
affairs.
Standards
tool steel direct from pig iron. A com
science and oath of office to gratify a
pany, with $50,000 capital stock, was tion, but to the adoption and following
Republican’s desire. But what could he
Enqiand has finally yielded to the organized to engage in the manufacture by our present officials of rules and
IN BULK,
expected of a body of men who “vin demand of the United States to submit olsteel under this process, most of the precedents which have prevailed in the
Purify
CLEVELAND
Courthouse
and
been
pursued
and
prac

dicated” the confessed bribe-seeker, the Venezuelan boundary dispute to the money coming from local capitalists. A
TO
Direct From Baltimore
ticed without question for a whole gen
Representative Spear, of Clinton county? Venezuelan commission for arbitration. meeting of the company was held last eration, many of which have been ly
And
Enrich
_____
__
BUFFALO.
night,at which Hastings was conspicuous
Mr. Davis is better off out of such com Evidence in support of England’s claim by his absence.
the officials abandoned, others have
DAILY LINE BETWEEN
Your Blood
been by the Commissioners vetoed, hut
pany.
______ _______ __
has been submitted to Ambassador Bay
CLEVELAND
and TOLEDO,
some
of
which,
I
regret
to
say,
still
When Hiram Jackson, of Akron, sold
A NEW DEPARTURE . . .
Hon. William C. Whitney has writ ard, who has forwarded it to the com his valuable business property in Mas prevail and for which the majority of By Taking
Via “C. 4 B. I.INE.”
ten a letter to the Clarion Ledger, of mission and it will probably he received sillon, he retained three feet of unoccu the Committee find apologies to wliich
Steamers “City of Buffalo,” (new)
By our Improved
Jackson, Mies., in which he seeks to l»efore the evidence to be submitted by pied groud. It is now built up on both I cannot subscribe. Fer instance, the
“State of Ohio” and “State of Sew York”
Commissioners continue to allow the
sides
by
expensive
brick
buildings,
Methods we are en
head off a Whitney Presidential boom Venezuela.
DAILY TIME TABLE.
whose owners have decided to meet Sheriff an item of fees called “times in
8DNDAT INCLUDED AFTER MAY 30abled
to dress and
of large proportions in that section. Mr.
Jackson’s terms in their negotiations for court” which aggregates over $100 per
They truly are the Leaders for Ladies’,
Lv.f leveland.7£0 p.M. j Lv.Bnffalo,
7:80 P.MDr. Jameson’s reception in England this strip. Now he has found to hi9 own annum, when in fact no such service is
deliver Poultry to
Whitney announces that he will not be
Ar. Buffalo, 7:30 A M: i Ar. Cleveland, 7 A) A.M.
Gents*
and Children's Furnishings.
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satisfaction
that
one
of
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buildings
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Standard
Time.
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that
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country
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a candidate and takes occasion to state
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order on short no
cupies one and one-fifth inches of his same being merely constructive. These
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steamer?
and
enjoy
a
to
be
annexed
to
British
South
Africa
as
Winter
Goods must he sold at a Sacrifice to
his financial views. He is opposed to
tice.
refreshing night’s rest when enronte to Buffalo,
ground, and that the other is over the fees should not be paid by the County.
It was the Only
Niagara Falls. Toronto, Xew York, Boston.
make
room
for
the United States opening its mints to soon as it can possibly be done. It is not line five inches. He has formally notified Again tlie Commissioners, in violation
TRY US.
Albany, ,000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana
the free coinage of silver at 16 to 1, in likely that they are mistaken. The the owners of the structures to vacate of a resolution by them made and en Sarsaparilla admitted
dian point.
tered
on
their
journal,
continue
to
allow
Dally Excursions Weekly lo Niagara Falls.
COPPER & BROWN,
dependent of other natione. He favors English Tories hope to control the whole hi6 premises, and as that would involve
a total destruction of the buildings there the Sherifl fifty cents per day for board
Bend 4 cents postage for tourist pamphlet.
I'oth gold and silver as basis of values of South and Central Africa, and they is an extremely interesting kettle of fish ing prisoners, not regarding fractions of At World's Fair.
For further information ask your nearest Cou
Game, Fish and Oysters,
pon Ticket Agent, or address
No. 11 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, O.
and for the world’s currency, and be are not likely to respect either the feel for the lawyers to fight over. Jackson’s a day. This is not authorized by the
W. F. HERMAN,
T. F. NEW MIX,
South Main street.
•
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for
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Liver.
lieves thnt iho ratio will be fixed by in ings or the rights of those who get in property is the smallest parcel of land statute and was so decided by your
Gen’l Pass. AffC
Gen’, Manager.
Cleveland, 0.
Honor in a case at the last term of Knox •
Telephone 257—Free Delivery.
on record in Stark county.
ternational agreement at no distant day. their way.
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Monday Morning, February 17.
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and Sperry,

JUST RECEIVED.

THE FIRST OF THE SEASON!
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New Pumping Engine Placed in Posi
tion—Fred Sanderson Injured—Joe
Cox Married—David Grublpg Trial
Set For Friday—Adoption Degree
Given L. K. Gunkel By Bed Men.
— Selling price—Butter, 10; eggs. 12).
— Born, March 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Murray, of West Vine street, a son.
— Mr. D. Cardillo, of Zanesville, is here
to settle up the L- Rosasco assignment.
— Harry M. Green has just bad placed
in bis drugstore a handsome Arctic soda
fountain.
— A Mansfield man attached the B AO.
yard engine in that city Monday, to satisfy
a claim of $1,400.
— Mr and Mrs Siebold, of East Burgess
street, are the proud parents of a 10 pound
•on, born last Thursday.
— Miss Ada Kehan, supported by an ex
cellent company, will be at the Grand
Opera House, Columbus, March 10.
— The many friends of Mise Catherine
Monahan, of Ccshccton avenue, will be
pained to hear of her serious illness.
— The case of David Grubb, charged
with embezalement, is set for hearing at one
o clock in the Mayor’s Court, Friday.
— Miss Mary E. VonArnstedt, daughter
of Prof. VonArnstedt, of East Front street,
is convalescing sfter a severe illness.
— Fred Sanderson, seven years old, fell
ofl a dray on Gambier street, Thursday
severely cutting and bruising one ofhis
legs.
— The Star Lecture Course have arranged
for the appearance of the Johnson-Smiley
Combination in the Woodward Opera
H ouse, March 12.
— The Alba Heywood company gave a
good entertainment in the Woodward.Tues
day evening. As an inipersenator, Mr.
Heywood is clever.
— Fred Cole shipj>ed 54 horses to E"g
land from this city Tuesday. They will be
transported to New Yptk city by the C„ A.
& C. and connecting lines.
— Four women engaged in a hair pulling
contest at the corner of Gay and Gambier
streets Saturday evening. The trouble is
said to have been about a married man.
— A petition has been presented to the
County Commissioners, signed by N. Riley,
and others, asking for an iron bridge OTer
Owl Creek, in Butler township, near Riley’s
ford .
— Prof. J. A. 8hawan delivered every
interesting lecture in the Gay 8treet M E.
Church, Friday evening. He was tendered
a reception in the church parlors after the
lecture-

— Committeeman J. W. Perkins has is
sued a call for tire Democratic Primary of
Monroe t>w.ishipat the Township House
on Friday, March 13, from 7 to 9 o’clock in
the evening.
— C. A- Turner, the telephone man, who
made an exhibition of himself in the Curtis
House one 8unday recently, has resigned
his position with the telephone company
and left the city.
— Mr. Howells is said to be dramatizing
with the help of Mr. Paul Kester, one of
his best known novels, “The Rise of Silas
Lapham,” which Mr. William Crane will
probably produce.
— Newark and Licki tg county citizens
a e all worked up over the numerous recent
escapes from the county jail. The Repub
lican jailer aud sheriff are having lots of
just criticism heaped upon them.
— The days are now lengthening very
perceptibly. The aferaoons are 65 min
utes longer than they were at the begin
ning of January, and the day has besides
gained 47 minutes in the morning.
— Mr. Isaac N. Sj>erry, who resides on
the Newark road, two miles South of this
city, is lying in a serious condition with a
complication of diseases. His advanced
age, 80 years, is against his recovery.
— Roy Hall, employed by the C AG.
Cooper Co-, met with an accident while in
the performance of his duties, last week.
He caught the index finger of his left hand
in the machinery, and had the end cut off.
— Joseph Cox, a prominent young farmer
living north of the city, and Miss Daisy
McCune, an estimable young lady living
on W- Chestnut street, were quietly mar
ried at the residence of the bride's parents,
Saturday evening.
— Gloom is cast o’ver the lot of the
school boy who rejoices on holidays. He
has discovered that Decoration Day and 4th
of July fall on Saturday. This makes him
lose one day off, and even the Fourth he
would rather have on some other day.
— On March 10 the Baltimore A Ohio
railroad will sell excursion tickets to points
rn Virginia on the Harper's Ferry A Valley
Branch, south of and including Winchester
at rate of one fare for the round trip
Tickets will be good for return 30 days from
date of sale.
— A post mortem examination of the
remains of George Everly was held Monday
at Marion. The young man played a
‘ joke" on a friend and was shot through
the breast- The ball passed through the
left lobe of the liyer , through the stomach
and lodged in the spleen.
— The Adoption Degree was conferTfed
upon L. G. Gunkel, by Mohican Tribe No.
69, Improved O- R. M , at their meeting
Friday night. The work was admirably
done under the direction of Capt. L. F.
Strang. There will be degree work next
Friday night. A full attendance is desir
ed.
' — Iu a cocking main held at Corning on
Thursday night between Zanesville and
New Lexington sports, the former won the
last and deciding pitting. A crowd of
people from adjoining towns filled the Town
Hall, which is owned, it is said, by the City
Marshal. No much money was put up on
the fights.
* — A bill has been introduced in the
Legislature to create the office of traveling
auditor. The duty of this official is to visit
the various institutions of the State, take
dinner,- get generally acquainted with the
Superintendents, pat ’em on the back, and
• draw a salary out of proportion with ser
vices rendered.
— The Hubert Labadie Dramatic com
pany, ten members, were in Utica for
three nights ending Saturday. Friday
afternoon the company’s baggage was
attached by a former member of the com
pany, but the court pe’mitted the manager
to use the costumes and scenery the re
maining two nights.
—Alex. Jones has resigned his position as
bookkeeper in the Knox Cointy Savings
Bank' to accept a similar position in the C.,
A. AO. ticket office of this ci y, vice J. P.
Newton, resigned. Mr. Newton leaves for
Oscatoosa, Iowa, this week, where he has
been proferred a responsible position with a
railroad company.
— The will of the late L. J. Critchfield of
Columbus, formerly of Danville, this coun
ty. was probated Monday, and disposes of
an estate of $40,000. The property is divid
ed between the two children, George M aud
Ellen B., the latter being appointed execu
trix without bond. A codicil gives his lawlibrary to the law department of the State

University.
— The annual meeting of the Men s
Christian League will be held at tlje
League Hall next Sunday at 2 p. m. for the
election of ten members of the Board of
Directors and to provide for the contin
uance of the league work The future of
the organization depends largely on the
encouragement received from the citizens
at this meeting. A large attendance is
veryr much desired.
_ The Hubert Labadie Company, a con
stellation of ten stars, were in Utica Thurs
day, Friday and Saturday nights- On Fri
day afternoon their baggage and scenery
were attached for wages due a former mem
ber of the company. The court, however,
kindly permitted the company to have the
use of the costumes and scenery during the
remaing two nights they played. The
company was a fairly good one, but the at
tendance was not very encouraging.

THE SOCIAL SWIM. -

Col. Turn. Hanegau, of Akron, Was in the
city Tut-s lay.
Mrs.Judboit Vicent visited relatives at
Amity Ihi&wtek
Mrs. B. Carle is the gue3t of friends and
relatives in Columbus.
Messrs Joe Dunn and Will Taft, of Col
umbus. were here, Tuesday.
Miss Louise Curtis, left Tuesday to spend
a week with Millwood relatives.
Mr. Cart Brent has returned from a
month’s visit at Spring Mountain.
Mrs. G. M. Smith, of Columbus, is the
guest of Mt. Vernon relatives and friends.
Mr and Mrs. Frank C Kerr, of Mansfield,
are visiting Mrs. Sam Ewalt, E Vine st.eet.
Hon. C. M. Hogg, State Senator from the
Harrison district, was iu the city Monday,
Prof. L. C. Penn, of East Vine street, was
in Mt. Gilead this week on real estate busi
ness,
Mies Linn Curtis, of Omaha, Neb, is
visiting her contain, Miss Ada Curtis, Round
Hill.
Miss Sarah V obi, of Mansfield, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. A. C. Cassell, of Green
Valley.
Major William C. Sspp is in Washington,
D. G., visiting his daughter, Mrs. Will E.
Fisher.
Miss Saidee Stevens was called to Colum
bus Thursday evening, by the illness of a
relative.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D Maxwell.of Columbus,
are visiting Mrs. J B Andrews, of North
Main street.
Miss Eva Black, of Eist Gambier street,
has returned home after a week’s visit at
Democracy. #
Mr. Edward Millard, of Chicago, was tlie
guest of the family of F. D 81urges, E.
Gambier street, over Sunday.
Mr Al.G Fields, of minstrel fame, stop
ped in the city a short time Monday, on his
way to Akron.
Mrs W. P. Anawalt, of Columbus, is
is visiting her mother, Mrs. S J. Brent, of
East Front street.
M iss Laura Stone was the hostess of a
whist party, at her home on N. Main street.
Tues lay evening.
Mrs. Elmer Freeman, of Chicago, is visit
ing her parents, Mr and Mrs. James Free
man, Lsniartine Place.

Mr. E D. Stewart, of the Ohio State
Journal, is in this city this week. in the
interests of that paper.
Miss Fanny Tbrailkill, of W. High street,
entertained a few friends Thursday evening.
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. E’ixabeth McKinley, of Kansas
City, Mo., is the guest of her son, Supt.
McKinley, of the Infirniarv.
Miss Nellie Straw, who has been the
guest of Miss Isabel Kirk, has departed fur
a short visit with Circleville friends.
Mr. B. F. Weaver, of Omaha, Neb., was
the guest over Sunday, ofhis sister, Mrs.
Frank Weaver, of East Vino street.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Daniels, of Chicago,
are visiting Mr. Daniels' parents, Captain
and Mrs. O. G. Daniels, E. High street.
Mrs U- G. Pickard gave a six o'clock
dinner Wednesday evening, in honor of
her father, Mr. John Q Hall, of Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. 8tanton, were pleas
antly surprised by abtut forty friends, at
their home on West street, Saturday even
ing
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Mocbwart and family
returned Sunday from a three months’ visit
with friends and relatives in Allen county,
Ohio.
Miss Blanche Dowds was the hostess of a
six o’clock tea. Thursday, at the home of
her sister, Mrs. M. J. Vincent, W. Vine
street.
Mr. and Mrs Jesse Vernon, of Wester
ville, were the guests of their cousins
Misses Cora and Minne Hutchinson, of
Martinsburg avenue, the early part of the
week.
Messrs. Guy Forbing, Walter JStyers.
George Israel, Alex. Jones, Fred Severns
and Willard Armstrong went to Mansfield
Friday evening to attend a reception given
by Prof. Hawkins.
Miss Margretia Rawson, after a pleasant
visit with Miss Sara Israel, E High strret.
returned to her home in Elwood, Ind..
Tuesday. 8he was accompanied by Miss
Israel, who will remain a few weeks.
Misses Fannie Dermondy and Fannie
McGough left on Monday for New York,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh to attend mil
linery openings, to obtain the best and
latest ideas in their art for their patrons.
ilrs; A. B. Whittington pleasantly enter
tained about fifty of her friends at her
home on BelmoDt avenue, Thursday even
ing. Dancing was indulged in until a late
hour. Elegant refreshments were served.

The Monday Club carried out the follow
ing program, at the Parish house, Monday:
“Boston and vicinity—Colleges and schools
— Historical associations,*’ Mrs. 8mythe;
"Eastern mountain and seaside resorts,”
Mrs. Beam; “New England village life—
Farm life,’’Miss Baldwin. The conversa
tion drifted to Trancendentalistn.
Miss Nellie Hogue, of East Gambier,
street, delightfully entertained a number of
her young lady friends,Saturday evening in
honor of her Leap-Year birthday, it being
her fonrtb anniveisiry. Sixteen candles
burned during the evening, and were blown
out by each of the you ng ladies with a wish
for the future of the young hostess. Those
present were Misses Bunn, Ward, Bell,
Blair, McNabb, McFadden, Eusrninger,
Lapham, Neal, Sperry. Wb'te, Kingsbury,
Thompson, Warell.Clarke.aii*aMiss Judson,
of Toledo First, second and boobj* prizes
were awarded to Misses Clarke, Ward and
Neal, respectively, after which a delicate
menu was served. Dancing, the main feat
ureof the evening then beiDg indulged in
the guests departed at a late hour, wishing
MissHcgue many happy returns of the day.
Mrs. Lizzie Rowe’s Sunday School class
gave a reception Wednesday night of last
week, at the home of Mr. Stephen I).
Frederick, to the Congregational Sunday
School. The rooms were tastefully deco
rated in white and yellow. Each guest
was presented with a souvenir, in the shape
of a pretzel, tied with yellow and white
ribbons- About 200 hundred quests were
present and were highly entertained. The
members of Mrs. Rowe's class are Misses
Nellie Farrison, Flora Spearman, Cora Mc
Cullough, Maude McCreary, Katie and Josie
Elliott, Lulu and Mamie Gordon, Lucy
Spindler, Sara Ward. Anna Martin, Mrs.
Clyde L- Weaver and Messrs. 8. D Freder
ick, Boyd B. Andrews, Charles Jordan,
Noble Weir, George C- Canning, Wriglit
Rummell, H. F. VonWicklen, ’Clyde
Smith, Burt McKee, Fred Farrison, James
McNabb, Jed. 8- Montis, Will Parmenter,
Percy A. Tarr, C. A. Mitchell.
WRIGHT-RIDER.

Happy Marriage of a Former Mt.
Vernon Boy to a Stockton Lady.

Mr. S. R.T- Wright and Mrs. Elizsbeth
Rider, both of Stockton, Cal., were married
at the residence of the groom's father, Mr.
Geo W. Wiight, E. Front street, this city.
Thursday. Last fall, Mr. Wright became
ill and his brother, Mr. El ward Wright
went to California and brought him home.
During that time Mrs. Rider went oh a
visit with relatives in Waterbury, Conn.
When Mr. Wright recovered his health, it
was arranged that Mrs Rider should stop
in this city on her return home, where the
ceremony was performed. Mr. and Mrs
Wright departed for their western home
Friday. Mr. Wright bolds a responsible
position with the Wm. P. Miller Carriage
Manufacturing Co , of Stockton, while Mrs.
Wright is an accomplished lady of the same
city. Those present at the wedding, from a
distance were, Mr. and Mrs. James R. Web
ster and daughter Clara, of Hamilton, Ohio,
and Mr- Thos Evans, of Coiambus, Ohio
Unclaimed Mail Matter.

Following is the list of unclaimed mail
matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Postoffice for the week ending list Monday :
G. H. Arnold, D. M. Anderson. Mrs. F.
M- Bricker, A- Bird. George Delong, Willie
Dripps. Miss Grace Ewalt, Miss Flora Fitch,
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones, J. L Johnson. Bat
Lewis. C. F Lorrain, Clark Lewis, W. C.
McClaren. Miss Maggie J- Peairs, Robert
Porter. Miss E. D. Reed, Frank L. Sellers,
Wm- F- Smith, Mrs Jennie C. Smith, Wil
liam T. Sharp and Frank Underwood.

— The new pumping-engine for the water
works arrived Saturday, and is being placed
in position.

coop” a year ago and land iu the Repu 1can barn yard- Early in his career
Republican he evinced a hunger and nrs,
fjr office and when the present t/rm of
Court opened his ambition was gratified
The Puritanical Major and he became Court Constable- But one Dedicated at Danville I.ast
Hunday.
office did not satisfy his desired and he
Knocked Out,
came out as a candidate for Assessor. Hav
ing failed to get this last covetetv office, he
And Blue I.iiwIniii Given a may take a notion to flop again, and cast One of the Most Imposing
his fortunes with the Pops, or f-mgregate
Edifices
Severe Kchuke.
by himself and get up a little party of his
own, iu which he can have all thq nomitia
The Holier-thnn-Tliou Crowd Vainly tions for office that are running around Ev er Erected in This Part of the State
Rallies to the Support of Ils Putty loom.
—Cost $‘25,000, Most of Which is
Mayor-The Holmes County Candi
Paid—Bishop Watterson, Master of
AMUSEMENTS.
date Carries Off the Nomination
Ceremonies—Much Credit Due to
STAR LECTURE COURSE.
for City Solicitor.
Father McDermott.
The Executive Committee of the Citi
zens’ Star Lecture Course at their meeting
The Republican prirnar les held in this on Friday last, contracted with the JohnWith ceremonies impressive and fittingly
city Monday evening, closed one of the son-Smily Combination as the extra enter
hottest bare and hound chases ever held for tainment in the Star Course. Miss John appropriate, the beautiful edifice to he here
a nomination in this city. Mayor Col son is an Indian Princess, her fattier being after known as St. Luke’s Ca'holic Church,
ville’s course in persecuting anything and Chief of the Mohawks, and she is the only of Danville, was dedicated Sunday. The
everything that displeased his moral fancy, Indian poetess today known to the world. occasion has been long looked forward to
worked up a considerable opposition that The American press speak in gloving by that community, and although the ele
ments without were not conducive to com
finally proved his Waterlooterms of her success in the larger cities and
Ever since the edict went foith that the return dates are being booked. Mr. Smily fort on that day, yet a large crowd was in
morals of the city ard the individuals is England’s eminent society entertainer. attendance.
The structure is of Gothic architecture,
thereof should be regulated according to He entertains’delightfully with his unique
the fanatical notions of a coterie of alleged and original musical monologue, ventrilo- built of pressed brick, with brown stone
reformers, there have been mutterings and quil impersonations and a musical skit of trimmings, and is one of the most imposing
threats within the fold of the faithful. But his own creation. He has been called a edifices in this portion of the 3tate. It has
little attention was paid to these desultory combination of George Grossmilh, Cooney a seating capacity of 600, and cost $25 000.
remarks it being the opinion of those who Grain and James Whitcomb Riley. Their most of which was raised by subscription
watched the situation, that the party lash printing is elegant and they will no doubt through the uutiring efforts of Father Mc
would, at the projier time, be used iu forc call out the full course patronage. The Dermott.
The dedicatory ceremonies commenced
ing the unruly back into the traces, and date is Thursday evening, March 12.
promptly at ten o’clock, when the prieste,
Mayor Colville be given the time honored
headed by Bishop Watterson, of Columbus,
WALKER WHITESIDEcustom of a second term. From the result,
There is nothing in the line of high formed iu the sacristy. The priests assist
it would appear that the party itself was
tired of the Blue Lawism and Puritanism dramatic art that holds the place as does ing were Fathers Powers, of Logan; Cahill,
of the Holier tban-Thou element in whose tragedy, for in this line, and in this line of Somerset; Beeble and Hoarnv of Colum
bus; Cush, of Dresden; and McDermott, of
hands Mayor Colville has been as putty, only, is true artistic worth and genius made
Danville. Preceded by thirteen altar boys,
ready and willing to carry out any notion demonstrative There are few actors to-day
who make an effort to be the successors of the psrty passed out the front door and
suggested to him.
Of the total vote cast for Mayor, Colville Booth, MeCready, McCullough and Forrest around the outer walls, while Bishop Waterson sprinkled them with holy water. The
received only about one-third, demonstrat and of them there is one who holds a high
party returned to the interior and blessed it.
ing that the course he has pursued was place in the public esteem and merits its
Bishop Watterson then delivered a short
plaudits.
Walker
Whiteside,
the
greatest
overwhelmingly condemned.
congratulatory address, after which pontifi
The only other contest was over the City living Hamlet of this day, and one of the
cal high mass was celebrated by Rt. Rev.
Solicitorahip, and Will Grant fell by tlie most conscientious of actors of the times, is
Bishop Waterson, celebrant; Father Powers,
an
American
and
has
made
the
most
rapid
wayside,receiving only about half as many
votes as weut to Mr. Thompson, of Holmes strides in the profession, and ranks as tlie assistant priest; Fathers Cush and Hoarny,
only legitimate successor of the great actors deacons of honor; Father Cahill, deacon of
county.
who have made Shakespearean roles -such the mass; Father Beeble, sub deacon, and
Bright and early Monday* morning, the factors of dramatic art. He is a young Father McDermott, master of ceremonies.
After the celebration of mass. Bishop
Anti-Saloon forces rallied and begun a vig man with a form which specially fits him
orous prosecution of their campaign. Rep for the parts he portrays, and a voice that Waterson delivered an excellent address,
resentatives were placed in every polling is resonant and poetic, and in the roles he touching upon the doctrines and tenets of
precinct in the city, and long befote the plays he gives a force and character coupled the Catholic church. He is a logical talker,
polls opened at five in the evening, car with a grace and personality that particular and greatly impressed his hearers. The
riages were gotten in readiness for the final ly fits them. It is with the greatest pleas theme mostly dwelt upon was a refutation
round up. Tlie different candidates were ure that managers Grant AStevens announce of the charges so often heard that the church
busy as nailets- By the time the primaries the engagement of this talented ac’.or for is opposed to free institutions. He declared
were on in full, the situation resembled Wednesday, March 11. Mr. Whiteside is directly to the opposite and claimed that
greatly a presidential election. The polls supported by a large and excellent company. they were strictly in sympathy with the
churcl}.
did not close until 8 o’clock, which gave
'' St. Luke's parish, though small, is
every Republican voter in the city ample
TWO CENT FARE.
among the oldest in the State. It was or
time to prepare his ballot. One of the
ganized by Father Feuwick, the Dominican,
largest votes in the history of the party was
polled. As the time for closing the polls Much Opposition to the Conley Bill in 1800. Their first church was a log
structure, but in 1840 it was superceded by
Throughout the State.
diew near, the aforesaid carriages were
a more imposing structure. In 1877,
brought into use and all the stragglers
another church was erected, under the
rounded up and brought in at the eleventh
Petitions Being Circulated in Mt. rectorship of Father Moitrier, but was
hour. The Colville and anti-saloon forces
Vernon Remonstrating Against
burned March 10, 1895. Preparations were
worked heroically, but they were doomed.
immediately begun to rebuild. Ground
Its Passage.
\
As soon as the canvass of the vote had pro
was broken July 1, and the corner stone
ceeded far enough to give any idea of the
laid August 11, 1895.
probable result, the crowd on the streets be
Since the introduction of the Conley two
gan to cheer. As the vote continued to
cent railroad fare bill in the Senate, peti
GRIM REAPER.
come in the cheering increased aud by the
tions have been circulated in this city, re
time the final result was announced, every
W. E. EDWARDS.
monstrating against its passage. The claim
body was yelliug. They seemed to lose
Dr. W. E- Edwards, former editor of the
is made that any reduction in fares means a
sight of every other office except that of cut in the train service and a reduction of Fredericktown Free Press, died at his home
Mayor. When it became known that Col
wages. It is further argued that those who in that village, Monday night, aged 68
onel Hunt had received the nomination for
do considerable traveling, purchase thous years. Death resulted from a stroke of
Mayor, a party of his admirers proceeded to and mile books, thereby obtaining a two paralysis, which he sustained the day
h is office and escorted him to the lobby of cent rateprevious. Deceased was born in Frederick
the Curtis House, where he made a talk to
The Ohio State Journal, in commenting county, Md., August 15, 1827, and came to
the crowd. His speech consisted in the on the bill, says:
Ohio in 1S32. He married Sarah Paulina
main of a neat little jolly, in which he
“The railroads are somewhat uneasy over Heath, in Bellville, May 6, 1852, which
thanked the public for the nomination. He the same old chestnut, in the form of a uni union was b’essed by three children, two of
did not refer to the saloon question, but form mileage bill which has just been in whom, Lewis B., and Mrs. F. R. Condon,
stated, he would, if elected, be the Mayor of troduced into the Senate by Mr. Conley. are still living. The funeral occurred Wed
introduction of a bill of that nature in
the whole people, and not of any clique or The
the General Assembly of the State has been nesday, under the auspices of the I. O. O. F.
ring. This last utterance was loudly cheer a regular thing for a number of years, and
ed.
the railroad people have become accustomed
THOMAS CHANCE,
it. Mr. Conley’s bill requires every
W m. H. Thompson, the successful candi to
railroad doing business within the State to Aged 28 jears. died at St. Francis hospital
date for the nomination for City Solicitor, keep on sale a: all of its passenger stations Columbus, Wednesday, February 25, of
was called upon, but was not present. He uniform mileage tickets in books of 100 typhoid fever, induced by exposure. De
appeared later and was good naturedl.v miles and multiples thereof, at a rate not ceased whb a native of England.but came to
two cents per mile Railroad
chaffed and congratulated by the crowd, exceeding
men are of the opinion that the bill will this country and located in Mt. Vernon
which continued to linger about the streets, not become a law The}* argue that the where he has been a resident from time to
people at large do not demand legislation
yelling and shouting until a late hour.
on the subject, as rates for transportation time ever since. The body is held at an
are already cheap enough. Not only are undertaking establishment in Columbus,
MAYOR AND SOLICITOR.
railroad officials opposed to such legislation, awaiting wo;d from his wife, who, with
The three candidates for Mayor were, C but tlie employes of railroads are up in
her two children, resides in Harrison
F. Colville, the present incUn^bent, L. G. arms against it.
“Petitions are beiDg circulated and signed township.
Hunt and W. M. Sheppard. An examina
officials and employes alike on a num
tion of the votes between the first two can by
MRS CHAS
SAPP,
ber of Columbu9 roads protesting against
didates, as compared with the vote cast for the passage of the bill. Employes claim a Aged 62 years, died at her home in Gambier
Sheppard, shows how closely the lines were reduction in fares would have a tendency to Monday, of pneumonia. She is survived
drawn between the liberal and anti-saloon decrease their wages. Passenger officials by her husband and seven children,
say that if ti.e rate is made two cents a
elements. The vote by wards is givea as mile it will cripple the passenger service on Charles. Frank, Walter and John, and Mrs
follows, .
the railroads and more especially on local John Drope, of Gambier, and Mrs. O. T.
roads On some of the latter c^ass of roads Wright and Elias Sapp, of this city. The
MAYOR
the passenger service doe9 not pay the ex funeral occurred Wednesday forenoon, a1
1 2 3 4 5 6
pense of operation with the raie at 3 cents
Colville-..... .... 59 27 91 91 93 58-419 a mile and it would entirely ruin the ser 10:30, at St. Vincent De Paul’s church, Rev"
Hunt ........ ....108 08 147 89 84 117—645 vice if the rate was made any lower The L W. Mulhaue, officiating and interment
Sheppard.... ..... 4 3 6 4 1 5- 23 policy of the railroads would be to run as was made in Calvary cemetery.
few passenger trains as possible.
solicitor*
”A perusal of the report of the commis
1 2 3 4 5 6
sioner of railroads of Ohio for the jear
RECEIVERS FOR B. & 0.
Grant........... ... 42 37 95 61
51 368 1805, furnishes some pertinent-information
Thompson... ...127 90 148 118 93 120 -705 on the earnings of railroads in this State
from passenger traffic. The report shows
WATER WORKS TRUSTEE.
average receipts per passenger per mile John K. Cowen and Oscar G. Murray
There being no opposition iu this office. the
for s-veral rosds for the year to be as fol
the Men Named,
Frank L. Fairchild, the present incumbent, lows: Baltimore and Ohio lines from 1 7 to
2.6 cents; Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern
was renominated.
1.8; Bellaire. Zanesville and Cincinnati, 2-6;
CEMETERY TRUSTEE.
Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton. 1 8; Cin By the United States Court, Saturday
C. A. Bope, the present incumbent, was cinnati, Jackson and Michigan. 2.2; Cin
—The Old Historic Thorough
renominaed without opposition to serve cinnati and Muskingum Valley. 2 4: Cleve
fare's Embarrassments.
land, Akron & Columbus, 2 2; Big Four, 2;
the ensuing term.
Columbus.
Hocking
Valley
and
Toledo,
2;
R >ARD OF EDUCATION.
Columbus, Sandusky and Hocking, 1-9;
No contest was made for this office, and Norfolk and Western, 2.6; Pi tsburg. Cin
The Baltimore & Ohio railroad company
George R. Baker and Jame3 Israel were cinnati, Chicago and 8t. Lonis, 2; Little passed into the hands of receivers, Saturday.
Miami, 1 9; Toledo and Ohio Central, 1.9; Judges Goff and Morris, of the United
nominated without opposition.
Mt. Gilead Short Line. 5; average of all the
COUNCI LMEN.
roads operated by the Pennsylvania com States Circuit court named John K. Cowen
The following are the nominations,for pany in the State. 2 1 cents.
and Oscar O. Murray to take charge of the
It will be seen from these figures that the affairs of the corporation, which is one of
Council. The only opposition of |tny
majority of railroads do not realize much
consequence beieg in the First Ward, more
than 2 cents per passenger per mile the oldest in American railroad history.
where Appleton, the present incumbent, A well-known paasenger agent stated Mon
Mr- Cowen has been president of the
was defeated :
day that if the uniform mileage bill be road since early in January, when 4ie suc
comes a law rates would be demoralized in ceeded Charles F. Mayer. For years Mr.
First Ward — L- F. West.
the same proportion to which they are
Second Ward—Wm. H. Coe.
being cut every day now, and practically Cowen has been chief counsel of the road.
Third Ward-E J McFeely.
Mr. Murray steps from the position of
the fare would not be more than 1 cent a
Fourth Ward—Wm. Welsh.
mile.”
Fifth Ward—W- P. Bogardus.
fir»-t vice president to which he was elected
Sixth Ward —Walter H. Thayer.
only a few weeks ago, into the joint receiver
ASSESSORS.
z
ship.
COUNTERFEIT
BILLS.
Following are the nominations for As
Saturday evening, Mr. Cowen gave to the
sessor:
press the following official statement, con
Spurious Two Dollar Notes in Circula cerning the causes which precipitated the
First Watd —H. F. VanWicklen.
Second Ward—Thos. S. Anderson.
tion in This City.
appointment of the receivers:
Third Ward—Henry Lobach.
“A committee composed of the New
Fourth Ward—Jaret R. Penro«e.
Fifth Ward—Henry P. Bennett.
York directors of the Baltimore and Ohio
The
Deception
a
Clever
One
—
A
Coni
Sixth Ward—Charles F. Cochran.
Railroad company has been for some time
jilete Description of This
COLVILLE INTERVIEWED.
engaged on a plan for funding the floating
Bogus Money.
debt of the company and to provide ad»
A Banner reporter saw Mayor Colville,
ditional capital. Until this morning there
Tuesday morning, and requested an inter
was the strongest belief upon the part of
view. He was given a cordial grec’ing by
Not long since, the Columbus papers had
“His Honor.” who appeared bright and considerable to say concerning the circula the company and the members of the syndi
chipper under the circumstances. He tion of a counterfeit two dollar bill. The cate who have been aiding the company
was in the best of humor and took his de Capital city became flooded with these that the plan proposed would be adopted in
feat cheerfully and complacently. When spurious notes and a determined effort was time to meet the company’s requirements.
“After full consultation, however, it was
asked if he had reasons to assign for his put on foot by the government authorities
defeat, j< kirgly ieplied that his only rea to capture the shovers of the “queer.” Their found to be inexpedient to carry out all the
son being a lack of votes. He stated that efforts have proved fruitless so far. It ap details of the plan without the aid of the
he had been treated fairly in the campaign pears that their circulation has increased court, and for that reason, it became neces
and had no complaints to make. If bis and is beginning to become manifest in the sary for the railroad company and tha Mer
defeat weighs npon him, the fact was not trade and commercial centers surrounding cantile Trust company, of New York, re
presenting the syndicate which has been
apparent in his demeanor.
Columbus. At least a good quantit}* of
aiding the company, to begin a friendly scit
the
stuff
has
struck
Mt.
Vernon.
The
ROTES.
counterfeit is so perfect and the deception for the appointment of receivers who
And Sheppard, he also ran.
so clever that not one person out of a should hold the property and operate it
McFeely had a number ot scratches in dozen in the ordinary business walks of pending the consummation of a plan for
the Third ward.
life would detect them. Last week several its reorganization.
“With that in view, the Mercantile Trust
To Mayor Colville—“We Don’t Want to of these counterfeits turned up at a local
Play iu Y’our Yard.”
bank and were readily recognized. A com company applied to the United States Cir
They say that Policeman “Morg” Keig- parison of the imitation with the original cuit court for the district of Maryland, and
ley now spells his name “Morgue.”
shows it to be a dangerous article, and well upon its application, two receivers have
To the Holier-Than-Thou/crowd, (with calculated to fool the unwary. In a word been appointed, viz: Messrs- JohnK. Cowen
apologies to Bill Shakespeare)—“Think’et of commendation for onr local bankers, it and Oscar G. Murray.
“Prior to the commencement of the auit,
because thou art virtuous we shalj have no might be said that one of these bills was
more ale and cakes?”
presented after having been refused by a however, the whole matter was laid before
Harry Green, not the druggist, seemed to Cleveland bank, out was also detected here. the board of directors of the company and
be the boss of the Colville forces in the
It would be well for those handling paper they unanimously passed a resolution au
Fourth ward. He ran things to suit him money to keep a lookout for these counter thorizing the company's officers to confess
self and many complaints were heard ofhis feits, and in order to aid them, we give judgment in favor ol the Mercantile Trust
bulldozing methods.
below a complete description ot the money. company for the amount of the debt due to
What is the matter with President of The bill is of the Act of August 4, 1886, W. that company, held by it on behalf of the
Council Bogardus? In his ward he had 8 Rosecrans, Register; series of 1891, E. H. syndicate, and consenting to the appoint
no opposition for a re-nomination aud yet Nebeker, Treasurer. It is a dangerous ment of receivers for the property.
“This action was taken after full deliber
he received 31 scratches. Gx>d chance for counterfeit, says the Counterfeit Detector
and Merchants’ and Bankers’ Journal It
the election of a Democrat up there this bears the portrait of Wm. Windom, which ation, and after the presentation of the
Spring.
is almost perfect, the only defect being in whole truth to the directors.
Whether Hunt is elected Mayor or the the eyes, which appear to have a staring
“The board at the same time, passed a
especially the right eye; and the up
Democratic candidate is successful, the look,
per lip appears a little swollen, changing resolution requesting the New Y’ork mem
present police force that has been keeping the expression of the month. The color of bers of the hoard, namely, Messrs. Louis
up an outrageous system of espionage on the Treasury numbers and small scalloped Fitzgerald, Eugene Delaney, Edward R
citizens, will have to go, and it’s not any seal is excellent These counterfeits all Bacon, Howland Davis and William A.
bear seven figures in the Treasury number,
too soon.
the first three being E 414, the o.her four Reed, who have been preparing a plan for
Tat Purcell failed to connect f >r the figures differing on each note. This coun the rehabilitation of the company without
Assessorship in the Third ward. Patrick, terfeit contains the distributed silk fibre, the foreclosure of any of the company’s
which is thicker and a darker red and blue mortgages, to organize themselves as a
it would appear, Is a partisan patriot for color
than in the genuine The paper is
office only. His failure to get office in the not as good as the genuine. Later issues committee with power to add io their num
Democratic party caused him to “fly the have the first three figures also changed.
ber or to associate with themselves a com

COLKILLE’S COLUPSI.

SI. BlinjilltH

mittee in London for the protection of all
the security and shareholders, with a view
to the immediate reorganization of the
company and its affairs.
“As stated, these gentlemen have been
engaged tor some time on a plan for the
rehabilitation of the company and its
finances; they will continue iu this effoit
and they expect to have appointed iu Lon
don another committee of security and
shareholders to co-operate with them in the
presentation of a plan which will have for
its object the extinguishment of the entire
floating debt of the company aud the fur
nishing of new capital and the placing of
the company's fiuances upon a firm and
stable basis.
“The board of directors aud the officers
of the company greatly rfgret the necessity
of asking the intervention of the court,
but the demands upon the company wtre
so pressing it was impossible to deal with
the subject of readjustment without getting
the delay which arises from a receivership
and the administration of the property
under the orders of a judicial tribunal.
The persistent rumors spread through the
public press to the effect that the report of
the noted expert, Mr. Stephen Little, did
not confirm the report of the company’s
accounting officers made to the ayndica'e
under date of February 1, 1896, are entirely
without foundation; on the contrary. Mr.
Little's examination fully comfirms the
report of the company’s accounting officers
made February 1, 1896, of the company’s
floating indebtedness, income, etc. Thrre
is no basis whatever for such rumors here
tofore passing through the public print.
“Mr. Cowen states that in regard to the
relief department of the company, every
obligation of the companj* to its employes
will be under the order of the court fulfilled
to the letter. This department under the
court’s order is continued precisely as here
tofore.
“Deposits made in the savings fund are
absolutely prelected aud all obligations to
employes under the relief features are to be
carried out, aud all payments made precise
ly as if no receivership had taken place ”
The history of the Baltimore and Ohio is
the history of railroad enterprise in this
country. It is the oldest chartered railroad
in America and the oldest passenger rail
road in the world.
Ground was broken for the enterprise on
July 4, 1828, by the only then surviving
signer of the Declaration of Independence,
Charles Carroll, of Carrollton.
The first American locomotive ever con
structed was tried upon this road, being the
handiwork of Peter Cooper. It then drew
the first passenger car ever propelled by
steam upon any railroad in the world
(August 25th, 1830). Mr. Cooper acting as
engineer. It is also recorded that on this
occasion Mr. Cooper severely jammed his
thumb, which may be set down as the first
railroad casualty in history.

STOLE SEVERAL HAMS.
George Shrimpliii, of Millwood. Ar
rested on Above Charge.
Peculiar Story of Social Life in Millwood—Shrimpl in Goes to Jail

in Default of Bond.

George Sbrimplin was brought in from
Millwood Ftiday night and lodged in the
county bastile, in default of $400 bail,
charged with stealing several choice
hams, from Mrs Gamble, a neigh
bor. It is furthermore charged that George
did the apotheosis act with the meat in ti e
night season, and that in so doing he broke
a lock, which augments the charge to that
of burglary.
Sbrimplin is regarded as a worthless sort
of a fellow by his neighbors at Millwood,
and sn incident which will not tend to
ameliorate this opinion, is the fact that he
has served a term in the penitentiary. His
principal employment and amusement was
that of exhibiting himself as a horrible ex
ample of labor reform, much to the neglect
of an interesting family. However, for a
time, it will be necessary that Millwood get
along without his magnetic presence, great
ly to the detriment of his profession.
The story of Shrimplin's arrest discloses
a peculiar and somewhat ludicrous condi*
tion of social life in Millwood. If there be
any place where the oft-honored idea that
one half of the world knows not bow the
other half lives, is refuted and shown up as
a glaring falsity, that place is certainly
Millwood. It is a custom that the village
children have fallen into of taking to their
studies in the little red school house a
noonday lunch. It was observed by their
playmates that the Shrimplin's came with
their lunch minus any meats. The occur
rence passed and ceated to attract further
attention. A few weeks ago, Widow Gam
ble., who is a neighbor of the Shrimplins,
missed some choice bams from her family
larder. About this time the precocious
youngsters at school noticed that the lunch
of the aforesaidShrimplins, which had been
meagre, now contained choice slices of de
licious ham. This information they breath
lessly imparted to their parents. The mat
ter was taken up and thoroughly discussed,
during which the fact was unearthed that
Sbrimplin had slaughtered but a single
porker the fall previous This was enongb,
and upon the information disclosed,
Sbrimplin was arrested.
When brought before a local justice of
the peace, he waived examination, and was
bound over to await the action of the grand
jury. Being unable to giw bond in the
sum of $400. he was committed to jail.
A MANGY’ DOG

Creates a Scare Among the Residents
of Front Street.

The inhabitants of Front street in the
southern part of the city, near the C., A &
C- tracks, had a mad dog scare Friday
morning. A large, scraggy looking canine,
supposed to hail from the Roberts’ fiats,
put in an appearance, and by peculiar
actions, soon had the denizens of that
neighborhood in a terrible uproar. He was
corralled in a dog house on the premises
occupied by Deputy Clerk Banbury and
killed by Health Officer Smith and Lieu
tenant Keigley. His general appearance
indicated that the mange had gained a
deadly foothold in his system, though his
actions resembled those of a mad animal.
It is not known whether he bit any of the
dogs in the neighborhood.

Sunday afternoon a telephoxe message
came to the Curtis House for Marshal Joe
Bell, informing him that a mad dog had
made its appearance on German street, near
the C., A. AC. shops. He hunted up Sani
tary police, George Smith, and together
they proceeded to investigate.
They learned tha! a dog, very much of
the appearance of a mad animal , had wan
dered into the yard of Mr. L. 8- Mstticks
on German street. While there he was
seized with convulsions, greatly frightening
the people. They traced the animal to
Gambier street, and then west toward Cen
ter Run. They bad about abandoned the
search when they concluded to explore a
barn belonging to Ed Balser. Here they
found the dog crouched behind some hay
on the first floor. Mr. Matticks was sent
lor and iullr identified the animal ae the
same one that had raised such a commotion
in his neighborhood. The animal wa,
killed, when it was learned that he was
suffering from poison.

DM51 OFDIVORCIS.
Five <Mi'aute<l By Judge
Gill the PttMt Week.

Tlie .YleGiigin < ase Finally
Disposed of.

wounds. The trouble grew out of the open
ing of an alley in tlie village of Danville.

15 HJNDS OF OtCriKR

Partition.
C. E. Berry has brought suit against Jane
Berry et a!., for assignment of dower of Is CoOper-Itobcrfs Manu
Jane Berry aud partition of real estate. He
facturing Co. Placed.
requests that if such proceedings cannot be
done without manifest injury to the estate,
that such other equitable relief be directed Frank Moore Appointed
as is authorized by law.

lleeeiver Tuesday

CIVIL ACTIONS.

Abram Stephens ha3 brought action on This MciIhxI Taken by Officers as
appeal bond against Isaac Hoovler and
the Rest Means of Disposing of
John Kieffer. Amount claimed, $121 03
the
Plant— Liabilities Reach About
with interest at 8 per cent, from November
26, 1895.
.S30.000 Wtiile the Assets Amount
Ruth Grant has brought suit against
to $20,000—Statement of Ofliceis.
Lauren E-Grant for assignment of dower \
___________
in real estate situated in Clinton township.
The Coo|»er-Roberts Manufccfni ing Com
She claims as her share of the rents and
DIVORCES GRANTED.
pany. loca’ed at the f«>ot ot Main street,
Within the past week no less than five profits, $500.
went into the hands of a receiver. Tuesday
divorces have been granted by Judge Gill
afternoon
This action tntaken by the
PROMISSORY NOTE.
in Common Pleas Court. Nellie M. Bart
Mrs. Pauline Church has begun action officers alter cogr ovit jtnign ents had bten
lett was Thursday granted a divorce from
Harry Bartlett, a barber well known in against J. G. Pern brook aud S. W. Dowds, taken against the cnru|-a>i\, aggregating
upon a promissory note She claims $100 $4 200. and Atton ey Frank Moore selected
this city.
Peter J. Parker, formerly Adams Express with iuterest at 6 per cent, from July 24, as ret e; ver.
1895.
This company en ploys ab< ut 160 men,
Co’s agent in this ci'y, but now located in
most
of whom »»e skilled mechanics. They
Brink Haven in a similar capacity, was
CIVIL ACTIONS.
manufacture li gti si 11-1 engines, for use by
granted separation from Emma Parker, on
Nancy P. McClelland has brought suit electric railways at d light companies. Sev
grounds of willful absence.
against James McElroy, as executor and eral years ago the plant was totally destroy
Anna M Seiple was decreed release from trustee of Preston McClelland, to have
ed by fire, but was rebuilt by the present
the lie that binds her to Warren P. Seiple dower iu real estate set off aud assigned to
company. The present plant was nearly
on the grounds of extreme cruelty. Seiple plaintiff.
destroyed by fire last New Year’s eve.
made no d« fenseWm. M. Koons has brought suit agaii -t
The failure of the company to meet ex
Mary E. 8tone was given divorce from Thomas Berry for $278 50 for legal services.
penses is attributed to the recent strin
Jesse A Stone, and the custody of the four He claims interest from 1892.
gency in the mor.ey market and sharp com
minor children- 8tone will be permitted
petition.
COGNOVITS.
to visit the children once a week.
late Tuesdey evening a statement was
E. C. Whiteside began cognovit proceed
Mary Ann McGugin was given divorce
from Jesse McGugin aud alimony, Monday, ings against the Cooper-Roberts Company, prepared by the officer* and given the Ban
Monday, for $3,297-90.
ner for publication, whi< h givts substan
particulars of which are given elsewhere.
The Knox National Bank secured judg tially all the facts surrounding the failure:
THE M GUGIN CASE.
“The officers have placed the company in
ment against the Cooper-Roberts Co., Mon
the hands of a receiver for tlie purpose of
The case of Mary Ann McGugin against day, for $054.75 aud costs.
closing its affairs and dissolving it.
Jesse McGugin, for alimony, came to a
“The company was organized in Novem
rather unexpected ending in Common Pleas
WILL OF JOSEPH ASHTON.
ber, 1893. with a paid up capital of $32,000 00
The will of Joseph Asutou was offered for consisting, iu the main, of the oi l plant of
Court, Monday. The case bad been set for
hearing at nine o’clock,and all the witness Probate last week. It is short and concise. the Cooper Manufacturing Co . which was
partinlly destroyed by fire, July 31, 1893. In
es and people interested, had assembled He leaves all his property, both real aud order
to get in working condition they had
Judge Gill missed the train and did not personal, to his wife, Carrie E. Ashton, for io overhaul and repair the machinery and
buildings
and io builJ a warehouse and
her
use
and
support
duriog
life
At
her
arrive until in the afternoon. In the mean
They began the building of a high
time the parties began to talk the matter death it is to be divided among his three office.
s|>eed engine, entailing an outlay of several
over among themselves and a compromise children, Frances E. Sapp, Walter G. Ash thousand dollars, in which venture they
ton
and
Chester
A.
AshtonHis
wife
is
met with strong competition, dull trade and
was reached. Mrs. McGugin amended het
prices, resulting in considerable loss.
petition so as to include divorce, and Mc named as executrix without bond. The low
“Their assets, which consist of real estate
Gugin agreed to give her $3 550 alimouy will was executed February 3, 1896, in the and tools, (plant) and merchandise will, as
When Judge Gill arrived, the necessary le presence of George Brentlinger and Marcena shown by their books, amount to$36,000.00.
The liabilities, other than stock, are about
gal requirements were complied with and Murphy.
$20,000 00. If the plant can be sold for 60
the celebrated case ended McGugin pays
percent, of its present value, all liabilities
COMMON Pl.EAS COURT JOURNAL.
$550 down and $500 yearly for six years
may be liquidated aud creditors sutler only
Mary Wright against Hamilton Wright, the inconvenience of delay, incident to
THE HORTON LIRRY CASK.
partition; partition ordered.
such a settlement, and to this end, Mr.
For the second time a jury has found
Thomas Clark against Wm. Balmer, civil Cooper will assist the receiver in every
Clem Berry guilty of the bastardy charges action; judgment rendered against defend way possible that prompt sale may ire made
of the property. Some $10,060 of the debts
preferred against him by Miss Carrie Hor ant for $136-63are secured by mortgages which are not
ton. When the Banner went to press
John E. Demuth against A. J. Parrett, pressing.so the plant may he sold on reason
able
terms of credit.
Wednesdaj* of last week, the case was Still foreclosure; sale confirmed and proceeds
“It may be further stated that Mr. Cooper
in progress. That evening, the jury distributed.
desires it to be distinctly um'eis ood that
brought in a verdict of guilty. A motion
Thomas Houck against R C. M. Lewis, he will not in auy event be interested or
fora new trial was made, and in the event civil action; judgment for plaintiff for $325. take |»arl tn any new organization, whose
Anu V- Scott against Dora Berry, fore purpose may he to purchase and operate
of its being refused, the case will be carried
the plant; while he is a heavy loser aud
proceeds distributed.
to the Circuit court It will be remembered closure;
Nancy Scott against Julian Smith, parti should, as asiockbolder, receive a dividend,
that a former verdict of guilty was set tion; partition ordered.
after payment of all obligations, his greater
desire will be to have the company pay all
aside by Judge Waight upon the grounds
creditors
in full, which he believes possible
MARRIAGES.
that one of Miss Horton's attorneys, in his
Alfred S- Warman ard Linnie B. Al- and can be done ”
plea to the jury, had made charges not baugb.
substantiated by the testimony.
8 R. T Wright and Elizabeth Rider.
The Mayor Soaked Them.
Joseph T. Cox and Daisy L. McCuneThe case against Druggists Vincent and
DAMAGES AWARDED.
Resley, and Landlord Smith, for violation
The petit jury Wednesday afternoon re
DEEDS RECORDED.
turned a verdict for the plaintiff, in the case
Elizabeth Weaver to David Braddock, of the local option ordinance in Brink
Haven, were tried before Mayor DeWitt, of
of John Robinson against the B. A O. rail part of Iqt 102 in Mt. Vernon, $50.
Jacob Myers to Ella M. Wright, lot 1 in that village, Monday. Vincent was dis
road company. The case was begun on Rogers
’ addition to Mt. Vernon, $1,200.
Friday, but adjourned until Tuesday. The
Jacob Colopy to Levi Sapp, land in Jef charged, and Resley and Smith were fined
$100 and $150 and costs,respectively. Resley
jury gave him $1,999-00, the full amount ferson, $2 000.
W. W. Owen to Jeff Swearinger, one-fifth and Smith were brought to this city aud
asked.
of an acre in Waterford. $150.
John Warman to Fannie E. Warman, placed in jail, Tuesday, but were released
HE WAS A CRUEL MAN.
in a writ of habeas corpus. Hearing is set
31 87 acres in Pleasant. $1,000Julia A. Knerr, Friday, filed a petition
Samuel A McIntire to Mary McIntire, 40 for Monday.
for divorce from her husband, Henry acres in Berlin, $6,239.
Wilhelm L Kirst to Wm. B. Solander.
Knerr. She alleges that they were married
Some special fine goods on display for
in Greersville. $50.
in Wayne county, November 21, 1868. In lotA.31W.
Greer to Edwin R. Greer, lots6 the week at ARNOLD’S. Don’t miss
violation ofhis marital duties.be is charged and 7 in Greersville, $175.
seeing them. Opening display of new
with having, on February 26, 1896, and at
Adam Sapp to Robert Long, 2 acres in Carpets and Wall Paper.
Jefferson,
$340.
various times fur three years prior thereto,
Burris to Timothy Colopy, land
been guilty of extreme cruelty toward her in Fanny
Job lot Wall Paper, 15,Jefferson, $50.
She alleges that be called her vile and ob
Timothy Colopy to Levi Sapp, 40 acres in 000 Rolls.
If you want
scene names and reproached their son Jefferson, $500.
George W. Leedj* to Joseph A. Leedy. Wall Paper now is your
Charles by telling him that he was a bas 103.24
acres in Berlin, $3,047.
tard, although the child wa9 not born un
Frank L. Beam’s.
E E Day to Wm. Resley, lot 3 in Gann, time, at
til seven years after their marriage She $100.
Money.
Chas. 8 Sapp, Sheriff, to Gaar, Scott <&
says he is possessed of 40 acres of land in
land in Liberty, $709.
If
you
have
money to invest I can
Pike township, which was purchased with Co.,
Mary B. Caswell to Henry Ewalt, lots secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
money given him by her. She further 302 and 494 in Mt. Vernon, $1,000.
Christina McKee to John O- Harris, 21 county real estate, not only’as’safe as
alleges that he is attempting to encumber
Government bonds, but at dontle their
in Harrison township, $3,300.
the aforesaid land for the purpose of pre acres
Chas. 8. Sapp, Sheriff, to Bert E Sander rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
venting her from obtaining alimony. She son. lot 48 in Mt Vernon, $1,584.
asked a temporary injunction, restraining
Elmer J. Brown to Walter Cubbage, south
NOTICE.
him from encumbering or disposing of the half of lot ten in Rogers’ addition to Mt.
Vernon.
$1,000
property, which order was granted by Judge
The estate of James F. Cochran, deceased :
O M. Arnold to Jacob B. Myers, 10 acres
The administration of the estate of the
Gill. She asks divorce, alimony and title in Clinton, $1,200.
Sarah Drope to Margaret Drope, one-third above named decedent has been entrusted
to the land.
by the Probate court to the undersigned.
of an acre in Gambier, $525.
Joseph Rogers to Mary S. Rogers, lo’s All persons having claims against said
ALIMONY AND INJUNCTION.
estate are requested to present them to the
176 and 177 in Centerburg, quit claim.
Mary M. Hyatt has brought suit for ali
E B. Cook tn F W. Cotton, lot 69 in undersigned wilhiu one year.
M. W. Cochran.
mony against George W. Hyatt. In her Centerburg, $200.
feb20 w4
Administrator.
C C. Kees to Levina May Cotton, lot 57
petition, she alleges that she was married
in Centerburg. $100.
to plaintiff, November 19, 1881, and that
on June 8, 1884, there was born of such
LOCAL NOTICES.
marriage, Lauren B. Hyatt. She charges
that for a long time prior to the date of suit
ATONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
Call find see the very low prices in ITl. securities, in suras not less fhnn $500.
defendant had treated her in a most brutal
Canned
Vegetables,
Fruits,
<fcc.,
at
Titles
examined and abstrac s furnished.
and cruel manner. That on September 20,
Farm land for sale. Law office, A. R. MC
Warner W. Miller's.
1886, defendant without any jnst cause or
INTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. Ver
provocation struck her ou the head with a
non Ohio.
28nov4m
poker, and compelled her to leave the
Wall Paper cheaper than
house with her infant child, since which whitewash at
time she has been compelled to live by the
Frank L. Beam’s.
exertion of her own labors. She charges
that he often threatened to kill her, and
that during all the time they have lived
Special sale Dinner Ware
apart he has contributed not to exceed $10
at
Frank L. Beam's.
for the support of herself and child. She
alleges that he is the owner of lots 21 aud
The best Tea and Coffee in the city
33 in Buckeye City and 2.40 acres in Uniou
township, of a total value of $2,500. She for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
charges that lie has often threatened at 25c per pound and be oonvinced.
to destroy property rather than let plaintiff
have any part of it. She therfore asks for a
Do you use Salt? and if yon do, buy
temporary injunction and alimony.
the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar

Mary M. Hyat Has Brought Suit For
Alimony — John Robinson Given
Judgment Against B. A 0. R. R. Co.
— Clem Berry Agaiu Found Guilty—
Will of Joseph Ashton Filed.

MONEY TO LOAN!

SUIT FOB DAMAGES.

John Humbert filed a suit in Common
Pleas Court, Tuesday, against Silas Work
man, for $1,000 damages. The suit grows
out of the alleged assault of Humbert oy
Workman, on December, 10, 1895, in which
e claims to have sustained dangeious
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

Corrected woekly by the North-Westi
ern Elevator A MillCo.
Wheat.............................................. ? 65
Corn..................................................
25
Oats..J.......................................... —
18
Taylor’eDiadeic Flour.................. $1.15
“
Best Flour....................... 1.05
Cash paid for wheat; mill feed alwayt
or sale.
LOCAL NOTICES.

Wood Wanted.
Good, dry body-wood will be recei’
on back subscriptions to the Banner
delivered at once.
Opening Display.
Carpets and Wall Paper. Immense
in quantity, superior in quality, lowest in
price.
For the week, March 9th to 14th, we
will show some special fine goods and
want everybody to see them.
E. O. ARNOLD.

Bronchitis, if not checked early, ter
minates in consumption. Chappelear's
Bronchini is a certain cure, if used in
time.
Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair

DK’

Winterringer’s Promotion.

As a result of the visit of traffic officials
of the Cleveland, Akron A Columbus to
this city a few days since a change of some
importance has been made in the traffic de
partment of the road as far as this territory
is concerned, effective March 1. At the
time B. H. Akin retired from the position
of division freight and passenger agent of
the road at this poiut to become general
passenger agent of the C., S. A A H., B. H
Wood was made city paasenger and freight
agent and C. E Winterringer was continued
as city ticket agent. Under the change
just effective Mr. WinterrinKer is given in
creased duties and responsibilities since he
MOST PERFECT MADE,
now becomes city passenger and ticket
agSnt for Columbus and this territory while j A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre
Mr Wood severs his connection from the tram Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant
passenger interests entirely and becomes
40 YFCRS THE STANDARD.
city freight agent.—Columbus Dispatch.

CREAM

BAKING
POWDER

It’s Easy
to Dye
with
Diamond

rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.

Picture Frames made to
order at
Frank L. Beam’s.
Corena Yeast—Something New!
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
vinced. Sold by
Warner W. Miller.
New Catsup,
By the Pint, Quart or Gallon, at
Warner W. Miller’s.

Don’t fail to visit ARNOLD’S store
during the opening week and see the
beautiful new styles in Carpets and
Wall Paper.

Call and be convinced that you can
buy more goods and better quantity for
the money, than any grocery store in
the city, at
Warner W. Miller’s.

Dyes
SOLD AT

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store.
’PHONE 185.

STOCKINGS, FEATHERS,
GOWNS AND CLOAKS
may be col
ored a black

if you use

Rogers & Bros.' Silver
Plated Ware at
BLACK.
Frank L. Beam’s.

fast

Get your House Furnish
ing Goods at
Frank L. Beam’s.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY.

Now is your opportunity
to obtain any article from
our well-selected stock at
absolute cost until April 1st.
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware of all kinds.
Our stock is too large and
must be reduced.
Keep
your eye on our show win
dow for bargains.
Fred A. Clough & Co.
MARVELOUS!

The results attained right here at
home have been marvelous. Hundreds
of your neighbors who have u«d
Wright’s Celery Capsules say so. They
cure Kidney, Liver and Stomach trouble,
Rheumatism, Constipation and Sick
Headaches. Why pay $1.00 every two
weeks for a b' ttte of medicine when you
get treatment’at 1 cent a day. Wright’s
Celery Capsules give lOOdayi’ treatment
for $1.00. Backed by a bank, to cure
you, or refund your money. Sold by
Baker <fc Son, Druggists.

1

Diamond
L>yes
Diamond Dye Fast
Blacks arc of three
kincU—one for wool,
one for cotton, and
one for silk and
feathers. The color
wilt not Crock, fade or
wash out, and the first trial
with a ten-cent package of
Diamon I Dyes gives com
plete success for

They arc Easy to use
and They Stay Black
These qualities with their
cheapness — for one tencent package makes an old
like new, commend
to all.

FOR SALE BY

Craft & Taugher,
East Side Public Square.

Telephone No. 36.

We have arranged wi;h the manufacturere for the sale of

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR.
If you are exhausted from care, study
or hard work. If your cheeks are pale.
If you are thin in flosh, appetite poor,
digestion week, liver torpid, kidneys
diseased, sour stomach, dyspepsia, conj stipated, or if you have any female
weakness, we tell von candidly there is
nothing you can take that will afford
you so great and nermanent Irenefit
Sold bv CRAFT A AVGHER

---------
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THl IHGEL 01
TKEBROHiH WING.

which seemed to him as hardly so many
THE STAR OP HOPE.
day*? And his martydom was of every
"I had loat all
hour. Renewal did not fill up the gulfs
hope and gone to
my father's to die,”
of the past.
said Mrs. Molie
Across the throng of faces that he had
Evans, of Mound,
Coryell Cov Texas.
met in the abolished years two memories
‘‘I fave birth to a
baby a year ago, the
The darkening twilight immerses the haunted him implacably: That of
5th of June last,”
horizon
in purple, making it seem more Heaven, and also—how strange, indeed!
she aads, “and
seemed to do very distant; glazes the surface of the ponds, —that of Marie, the poor child whom
well for 8 or 9 days,
he had met on that first evening, and
and then I began to doubling their depth; and the night
who, doubtless, had long been dead.
feel very bad, mv comes, with the cold.
feet began to swell,
At the foot of a hill is a road. A little And it was the women who resembled
my stomach was all
wrong and I seemed girl, barefoot and very poor, is leading a Marie that he preferred above the others.
to suffer with every
Thus, amidst noise and commotion,
thing that could be llock, another’s tlock, along this road.
borne. I was in bed She is the living image—though for her Cyriam existed for century after cen
5 months and there
was not a day that it there be so little of living—of misery tury. Then, one day, weary of every
seemed I could live. and abandonment. In her twelve short thing, envying mankind, whose inevit
We had the best
doctors that our years her hands have grown feebler, able escape is death (which yet may be
country afforded. I more weary, even than are those of the advanced by self killing), he drew apart
was a skeleton.
Every one that saw very aged. But in her deep eyes the from the alxxles of civilized men, walk
me thought that I
wonld never get ideal sequences have prolonged them ing for a long time in the solitude of the
well. I had palpita selves; through' days of silence,- doubt fields.
tion and pain in the heart, terrible pain in
At twilight, as on the evening of long
my right side just under the ribs, terrible less, she has dreamed; and through the
headaches all the time ; a bearing down nights, too, under the pale light of ago, he sat him down at the foot of a
sensation ; a distressed feeling in my stom
hill, in a corner of a deserted road.
ach all the time ; could hardly eat anything the stars. The understanding of the
Suddenly he saw a poor, barefooted
and it looked as if I would starve. All the lowly is sometimes divine, v
time I would thke such weak trembling
child coming toward him, leading a rich
Suddenly,
in
the
middle
of
the
road,
spells, and it seemed as if I could not stand
it. There were six doctors treating me her dog stops, as if transfixed, and dock through the deepening gloom,
when I commenced taking your medicine. stands trembling and awe-stricken. with panting breath he watched her us
I had lost all hope and gone to my father’s
to die. I commenced taking Dr. Pierce’s Marie, advancing, perceives, in the she drew nigh and he murmured:
Golden Medical Discovery and his * Fa
“Oh, earth! Oh, earth accuised! Yet
vorite Prescription ’ together, and I took shadow of the thicket, a form half ob
them regularly until I felt as if life was scured,yet radiantly white,and encircled will I pardon thee if this poor child be
worth living again.”
by a miracle the child of long ago, the
with an aureole.
“ I weigh more than I have weighed for
first one met, whose memory—why I
The,child
has
prescience
of
a
miracle,
ten years. My friends say that I look better
than they ever saw me. The first two bot and is not astonished. She mutely con know not—dwells ever in my dream
tles did me more good than all the medicine
For thee have I suffered, oh, earth! I
I had taken. My stomach has never hurt siders the mysterious being. Yes, it is
me since. I can eat anything I want and as an angel—with flowing robe, with abund judged of men too hardly, though I
much as I want. If you want to use this in
knew them not. Now, more guilty my
favor of your medicine, I am a living wit ant lock, with visage severely pure, such
ness to testify to it, and will, to anybody as one eees in the frescoes on the walls self than all mankind together, I ab
who wants to know further of my case.”
of churches. But this Angel has only solve them. Have mercy upon them!
one wing, and his mein is ineffably sad But the child comes near. Who art
Putting her hands together, palm to thou, little one?”
“A poor, kinless child, have ever been
E. 0. Falls has disposed of Hotel palm, she speaks to him softly, and in
Victory at Put in-Bay to John Darst tone of prayer:
ery unhappy. And you, oh, Prince of
and L. K. Parks. This is the monster
“Oh, beautiful Prince of Heaven, I Heaven, beautiful angel, for such by
hotel which wits begun by J. K. TillotBon. It is one ot the largest hotels in salute you! I would serve you. Since your wings I know you to be, I come to
the country, but was only open for one you are come hither, it must be to bring supplicate you to take me with you—up
season, and has been closet! for the past
yonder, whither you go.”
two years. It was Imped that the great joy on the earth, and I thank you.’’
Cyriam started. Behind him in very
But
the
Immortal
answers
with
a
great
hostelry would largely revive the glories
truth
he felt the quivering of his wings
of Put-in-Bay, but Tiflotson did not have sob, and then quickly exclaims:
money enough to carry out his ideas, and
“Where am I? On earth, in exile! divine. God, because he was pentitent
the hotel was involved in litigation. Banished! Striken! Chastised! It is recalled him to the light. Yet he spake
Finally E. 0. Falls bought the property
again:
at a master commissioner’s sale, when joy that I bring, hast thou said, O
“No,” said the child, guileless of
it was offered under an order of the daughter of men? Alas! behold me!
heart; “I know not what you mean. Yet
court. The new proprietors pay $20,000 What am I?
cash and $20,000 stock in the National
“In the fall ordained to me, I have hapless little girls are of all time in this
Union building of Toledo. The Hotel
lost a wing! No more of heaven, nor world. Misery is their name, and I am
Victory originally cost $300,000.
yet am I of earth' Suspense and fear one of them.”
And Cyriam, the Pardoned; Cyriam
Tlie Discovery Saved His Life.
hold horrible menace for me of things
Mr. G. Caillouette, druggist, Beaversville unknown. On high, it seems, I yester the Charitable, opening his wide wings
Ill., says: “To I)r. Kings New Discovery
quivering with rapture, took the child
I owe my life. Was taken with La Grippe day declared too hard a judgment upon
and tried all the physicians for miles around, mankind, their passions—their vileness, up in his arms and bore her aloft into
but without avail, and was given up and
it is called—upon crimes whereof the enternal glory reconquered.
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s
New Discovery in my store I sent for
bottle and began its use and from and
from the first dose began to get better,
and after using three bottles was up and
around again. It is worth its weight in
gold. We won’t keen house or store with
outit.” Get a trial bottle of G. R. Baker
& Son.

Cure for Headache.

■

As a remedy for all forms of headache
Electric Bitters has proved to be the very
best. It effects a permanent cure and tli
most dreaded habitual sick headaches yield
to its influence. We urge all who are af
flicted to procure a bottle, and give thi
remedy a fair trial. In cases of habitual
constipation Electric Bitters cures by giving
the needed tone to the bowels, and few
cases long resist the use of this medicine
Try it once. Large bottles only 50c. at G. K
Baker A Son’s drug store.
2

BaeUen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cut*
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, Salt Rhenm, Fevet
8ores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It is
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale
22feb-ly
by Geo. R. Baker & Son's.

An attempt was made to wreck the
Big Four passenger train, at a point be
Corrollton and Miamisburg. Curbing
stones had been p’led up and fastened
with iron pins. The engine ran into the
obstruction with a crash and was brouijh
to a sudden stop by the pins catching in
the machinery. All the passengess were
pitched out of their seats. Detectives
are working on the case, but so far
Wave no clue.

Must Use the Knife
Said the Surgeon, but Dr. David
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy
was Taken and the Knife
Avoided.

The Union and Advertiser of Roches
ter, N. Y., recently published the follow
ing interesting account of howjWillianW.
Adams of 127 South avenue, that city,
was saved from a painful operation by
the use Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite
Remedy.
Mr. Adams said: "Three years ago I
was taken with kidney disease very bad
ly; at times I was completely prostrated;
in fact, was so had that the day was set
for the doctors to perform an operation
upon me. But I would not submit. I
had been put in hot water baths, and,
in fact, nearly every means was tried to
help me. Upon the day set for the
operation I commenced the use of Dr.
David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,
and from that moment began to gain,
anil it was not long before I was entirelycured anti have had no return of the
trouble since. My weight has increased
and I never was so well as I am now.
1 have recommended

DR. DtVID KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY

to many people, for it saved my life.”
In speaking to Mrs. Admas, she said:
“About a year ago I was in a veryfeeble state of health, being completely
run down. I had doctored considerably,
but without permanent relief. One dayone of my neighbors advised me to take
Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,
which I did. My trouble was dyspepsia,
and for a long while I was unable to be
:.bout at all; but aftej taking a few doses
I was completely cured, and now enjoy
good health.”
Hundreds ofmen and women with that
“run down” condition, unable to work,
have recovered health and strength
through this remarkable remedy. It
purifies the blood, stirs the liver and kid
neys to a healthy’ action. In vase of
rheumatism, kidney, liver and urinary
troubles, it is a wellknown specific.

A new order has gone into effect on
the northwest system of the Pennsylvania
railroad company! Hereafter no em
ploy working along the tracks or about
the bridges of the road will be allowed to
wear reu shirts, jackets, sweaters or coats,
or of any shade of that color. It is
claimed the red garments arc fre
quently mistaken by engieere for danger
signals, and for this reason the order
was issued.

TO
YOUNG

WIVES

WE GFFfIR A REMEDY WHICH
INGRES SAFETY TO LIFE
OF MOTHER AND CHILD.

hers' Friend”

COOS 3ONFINEMENT OF IT8 PAIN.
HORROR ANO RI8K.

was easily and quickly relieved; is now
doing spj’.udidly.—
X S. Morton, Harlow, N. C.
Sent by 33press or mail, on receipt of price.
$1.00 per tutUe. Book “TO MOTHERS”
walled tree.
f
BBARF1KLB REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA, OX.
liOLD BY ALL DBUQOI8T8.

Lightning Hot Drop*—
What a Funnv Name!
Very True, but it Kills All Pain.
Sold Everywhere. Every Day—
Without Relief, There is No Pavl

Wright's Celery Tea cures constlpatlon, slck headaches. 25c at druggists.

—THE—

JOURNAL.

COME AND SEE

t.1. & t. R’l.

THE

Schedule in effect Jan
uary 5, ISiMi.

Latest
SPRING
STYLES

South Bound.

Gol. F. G, Pierce Was Made a Well Man by
Paine's Celery Compound.

Central Time.

2

i
Cleveland.... Lv,
Akron
........
Orrville .............
Millersburg ... Killbuck.............
} Danville...............
Gambier...............

am
810
8 35
10 33
1112
11 22
1< 58
12 16

28
38
—
pm
pm
8 00 12 45
8 33 2 18
10 33 3 20
11 is: 4 02
11 28 4 12
fl2 06 4 50
12 25 5 10

Mt Vernon......... i l2V> 12 45
Centreburg..... 1 17! 1 12
Sunbury ............. | 1 34 f I 34
Westerville.........
1 52 1 52
Columbus....... Ar 2 15 2 151
------------------ , pm
am

Cincinnati.........

7 10
7 23
8 04
8 *32

8 40
8 07
8 27
8 45
10 10
am

5 30
5 58
6 18
6 35
7 00
pm

6 40

6 00
pm

SHIRTS, COLLARS and CUFFS.
HIGH GRADES, LOW PRICES.

North Bound.
35
27
Central Time.

Columbus... . Ly 11 45 12 35!
12 08 1 08
Westerville.
12 25 f 1 28
Sunbury.......
12 42 1 51'
Centreburg
1 13
1 28
1 46 f
2 24
2 36
3 25
4 20
5 45
pm,

Mt. Vernon.
Gambier....
Danville....
Killbuck. ..
Millersburg.
Orrville....
Akron...........
Cleveland... . .Ar

114 ,

OUR DOUBLE WEAR COLLAR,

pm i
8 00

a in
8 00,

Cincinnati... • Ly

5
5
5
6

6 00
6 271
6 44
7 04,

6 85
6 50
7 Q8
7 5<»
8 CO
Ar

2 251 7 33
2 40 7 47
2 58 8 04
3 41 8 42
3 55 8 53
4 55 .9 42
8 05'10 36
7 30' 12 10
am
pm

113

Dkesdes Branch.

a. m. *
t 6 00 Ly.
7 00 .. .
9 20 Ar..
flO 20 Ar..
a. m.

00
25
«3
05

p. m.
t 7 45
7 10
4 15
t 2 40
p- m.

.Millprebnrg . Ar
.. Killbuck .
..Trinway ...
.Zanesville... Lv i

Bans Dally,

At the door of e;erv newspaper office in perfect health, and never sick but for mancntly cure sick head tches unless it
weeks in my life. This sick head goes to the seat of the trouble. I he
might be posted the general order— ' two
ache has been verv annoying. I have great nerve and brain restorer, 1 aine s
Rush!
taken a number of different medicines celery compound, does get rid o them
The busiest corners in the busiest which have been used and recommend- and leaves no chance for their return,
streets are sluggards compared with ed by others, but not until I used Paine’s because the deep seated cause—the
at last it*
these newsgathering hives where human celery compound did I find any relief, weakened nervous system
“This season I took one bottle and supplied with the food it has so sadly
fingers and brains are matched to keep was not troubled with headache for at felt the need of.
up with machinery.
least six months. Since that time I
The best physicians in every city 1,j
' The brunt of this fatiguing mental have kept the medicine in the office this country prescribe Paine’s celery
and used it occasionally, and have not compound, where a rapid building up
strain, unavoidable in getting out one of been troubled with headache since.
of the system is imperative. As an in
the big city dailies, for example, the
“I have recommended it to a number vigorator in cases ot nervous exhaustion
Chicago Evening Journal, falls on its of mv friends, who have been benefitted sleeplessness and a poor state of the
business manager—in the case of this as I have. For a person who isdispoecd bbx>d it is the mainstay of the ablest
oldest daily in Illinois, Colonel Frederick to constipation, it is unquestionably one practitioners throughout the I nited
C. Pierce.
of the best medicines that there is on States
A mere glance at the faces of weak
Colonel Pierce is one of the busiest the market today.
nervous, run down persons after they
men in Chicago, a city of early and late
Yours respectfully.
have begun to use this greatest of all
workers. Brain workers in every pro
“F. C. PIERCE,
fession will thank Colonel Pierce for the “Business Manager Chicago Evening remedies, shows how rapid is the nour
ishing effect of Paine’s celery com
following statement recently made by
Journal.”
him:
A black cloud is no surer indication pound.
There are thousands upon thousands
“For several years I have been troub of an approaching6torm than persistent
led with sick headache, caused by con headaches are of approaching debility. well today because they used Paiue’i
stipation; otherwise I have always been
There is no one specific that can per- celery compound.

I knew not. So, as punishment for judg
U. S. Postoftices.
ment temerarious, the King of Kings,
Uncle Sam has so many postoffices
the Power Supreme, hath sentenced me under his care that he sometimes has
to test the terrestrial life, a prey to those trouble in finding names for the new
temptations I erstwhile regarded as ones that are established. Out in Mis
beneath contempt. Should I resist, and souri there is a town that bears the
prove the victor in these successive trials, name Peculiar. At the time the resi
then will the azure and the goid, the dents asked to have a postoffice estab
unchangeable firmament and its eternal lished there was a dispute over the
glories be restored to me. • But, should name. Finally the Congressman of the
I once fail, I must dwell in this, thy district wrote to the department:
world, until the final judgment of men
“We have decided to let you select
I am afraid—of all things. And thou — name. We don’t care what it is so long
who art thou?’’
as it is peculiar.”
“I am only a poor, kinless child, re
And the Postoffice Department made
ceived of charity, who a farmer’s eheep it Peculiar.
must guard that I may live—sometimes
In the early days there was a jolly old
hardly, sometimes well, according to the stage driver in Nevada county. Califor
weather—and who, an Angel seeing nia, who answered every question, “You
kneel to him in prayer, that he will bear bet,” in a rollicking, hearty way. At
me hence to heaven----- ”
one of the stopping places where he
Then the Angel wept yet harder.
was accustomed to water his horses, it
“Alas! heaven is closed to me, and this was proposed one day to build a post
one wing, that I must drag so painfully office. When the stage driver was
but deepens my affliction, reminding asked his opinion of the plan he said:
me of my origin, and nothing serving “You bet.” Later he was asked if he
me upon this earth where I must walk would suggest a name, and he answer
It is the last warning that remains to me ed: “You bet.”
At my first fault, this, too, will fall, and
This seemed so eminently satisfactory
I shall be bound to this nether sphere that the town Itecanie You Bet.
inexorably delivered over to vileness, far
There is a Ubet in Montana, a Trou
from yonder sublimity of space—I blesome in Kentucky, an Ellville in
Cyriam, the Magnificent, Bearer of Arkansas and a Twistville in Virginia.
Light! Oh, these temptations of men
Supposed to Be Fuuny.
How I dread them, child, even as before
I scorned them! What is that dreadful
Marston—Society-people do not seem
noise?”
to make as many summer trips abroad
Strident songs disturbed the stillness as they used to.
ot the night, and the lurid glare of
Stacy—No; it keeps them too busy go
torches, tossed by the wind, drew nearer ing to and from Dakota to think of in
and dyed with the bloody hue the de dulging in other luxuries.
solate contryside, wakened to horror.
May—I wouldn't marry the best man
Amid a troop on horseback, Regina in the world.
Agatha—Nor I. I would marry the
the courtesan, was returning to her
dwelling lrom a forest chase. The noisy bridegroom, and let the best man have
one of the bridesmaids—if I ever get the
cortege stopped in front of Cyriam and chance.
Marie.
Miss Emancipus (scornfully)—If you
"What’s there? Some vagabonds
men are lords of creation, pray, what
Make way! Make way!”
are we women?
The Angel, circled by the scarlet
Mr. Oldstyle—Ladies of recreation, I
torches, looked whiter than even before suppose.
At sight of him there were bursts of
Mr. Tenderfoot—What do they lynch
laughter.
.
people out here for?
“What kind of crippled fowl is here?
Quick Drop Dan—Hoss stealin’ and
Loose ye the dogs, the chase is not yet suicide.
Mr. Tenderfoat—What do they lynch
done! It’s a ^ork—or is it, perchance
suicides for?
a white turkey cock?”
Quick Drop Dan—Becos’ most of 'em
The Angel, risen to his full height makes a bungle of it.
snatched a sword from one of those who
Mr. Skyblue—Aren’t you going to pay
were pressing upon him, and laid him
for that milk?
dead at his feet.
Mrs. Husiff (looking at it)—Excuse
A peal of thunder resounded. The me; I thought you had chalked it up.
second wing fell, the white robe also,and
“The paper says there will be a storm
the aureole vanished. A voice cried:
to-morrow.”
“The first trial—Anger!”
-‘Well, it wasn’t necessary for the
Already the courtesan, Regina, had paper to say that, I knew it.”
thrown herself into the combat. Now
“How did you know it?”
“I had a letter saying that my wife is
she gazed upon the Angel, struck by his
coming home to-morrow.”
superhuman beauty.
“Come, I love thee!” she said. “Thou
May—I don’t see why they make so
didst well to slay this fellow. He insult much fuss about Eve giving the apple
to Adam in the Garden of Eden.
ed thee, the drunkard! Follow me!”
Marie—Why, think of the danger she
Then Cyriam cried:
ran of giving the only man in existence
“Since no longer I am more than man appendicitis?
earth’s pleasures shall be mine. I’ll fol
Tagleigh—Why do Assemblymen write
low thee—thou art beautiful— and I—I
“Hon.” before their names? •
indeed, am lost!”
Wagleigb—You would not know they
And as he mingled with the throng were
unless they did.
they did homage to him for his valor
Tagleigh—Not know they are Assem
blymen?
and his splendid presence.
Wagleigh—No. Honorable.
Marie, left alone, wept in the highway
know-ing that a great evil had befallen
She—I hear that you are going to
and her dog, for pity’s sake, licked the give
the pastor a rest.
teardrops from her eyes, while her sheep
He—Well, not exactly—we are going
grazed where they listed.
,to send him abroad so that he can give
Cyriam, of origin divine, is great us a rest.
among men. He is the most beautiful
Giggs—Do you think that the Eng
the strongest, the most beloved. He has lish would like to get after us?
w ished for gold—he is rich; for land and
Biggs—Yes; there has been a falling
titles—he has them. In war he exter off of international marriages of late
minates, and the obscure crowd of com and they’ve got to even the thing up
some way.
batants give way before him, lose their
looting, terrified by the supernatural
Mrs. Angus—Will you go South this
After Regina, who died for love, others winter?
Mrs. Dilhy—No; its our cook’s turn
have adored him. The earth is il
lumined by his brightness. And his this time. Mine comes next, that is, if
expenses aren't too heavy this winter
adventures are numberless. He has and she raises her wagts next year.
succumbed successively to all human
temptations. The seven capital eins are
A New Kind of Sandwich.
[From the Washington Post ]
his best companions; by all his immortal
Have you eaten of the very latest
force, which multiplies the evil tenfold
and prolongs it indefinitely, he surras dish ? I say the latest in every sense of
ses the w-orst human culprit. He ac the word, for it’s a dish that goes with
knowledges neither fatigue nor repose the midnight Welsh rabbit, and is the
newest and best sort of a sandwich. You
He pauses not.
Sometimes, however, he looks up take fresh bread and perfect butter.
ward and sighs. Yet the sounds about Then you have some fresh roasted pea
him again divert him and he returns to nuts—it’s the fad to roast them yourself
—ground fine in a coffee mill. Next
his wished-for pleasure.
As time passes bitterness comes. The you mix the ground nuts into a paste
immortal beholds death about him. As with a little sherry • or old port, spread
he is human of heart, so has he loved them on the bread and there you have
unreservedly both mistresses and friends the sandwich everybody is eating. You
He sees them grow old, sadden and die, may substitute mayonnaise for sherry,
Others he has after them, but their fate or add a drop of almond essence, but a
is the same. Alone unchangeable, he peanut sandwich you must have if you
sees them pass away, and each time are to follow the fashion set, they say,
that a loved being disappears he suffers by the wife of a cabinet member.
and weeps.
The students at Smith college have all
How many times did he suffer and been converted but four, just enough
weep during the ten human centuries, for a “little friendly game.”

t Daily except cmnday. £ Flag
atop. II meals.
Where no lime is given trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Care between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Coiambus, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati,
or intermediate stations. South of Columbus.
Nos. 27 and 28, carry Vestibnled Sleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Columbus and Cleveland, and can be occupied
by passengers after 9:00 p. m. at the East end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbus. This Sleeper arrives at
Columbus at 2:15 a. m. and is set at the East end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7 :00 a. m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers South of
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
C. F. DALY.
Gen’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland. Ohio.
II. C. PARKEK. Traffic Manager.
Indianapolis, Iqd.

BALTIMORE A\D OHIO R. R.

TIME TABLE
In Effect Jane 30, 1895.

In engaging himself to Mrs. DimSTJEVJENS A CO.,
[From the Frankfort Journal.J
mick, General Harrison is following a
Everybody is aware that the horse is line of illustrious precedents. Washing
DKALEREIN
the cleanliest of all domestic animals. ton, Jefferson, Madison, Jackson and
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry
It will not eat anything but good, | Fillmore all married widows.
healthy food, nor driuk any but pure
Cures absolute, permenent cures have Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street,
water. A horse would rather starve given Hood’s Sarsaparilla the largest
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Telephone 89.
than 6w'll the rotten stuff often given sale in the world and the first plate
among medicines.
to pigs and cattle. It is nothing hut
prejudice that prevents us from eating
Near Jerusalem there are eight olive
horseflesh. A similar prejudice retard- ^es which are known to be over 1,000
OLICITOR8 AND ATTORNEYS
.
.
, .
, ,
,
years old, and there are restaurants in
—FOR—
ed the introduction of the potato a hun- Kan8rt6 (j^y using Oll which tastes as if
dred years ago. To day we could not it might have been made from the first
U. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
get along without it. Yet the prejudice olives grown on those ancient trees.
AND PATENT LAW CASES.
against potatoes can be explained. The 'J'Jiq World’s Fslr Tests
people had been told that this American
.
. , . _
.
r 5
. .
.
,
, ,
showed no baking powder
BIRRI9GE
CO.,
root caused fever, and rendored the
so
pure
or
so
great
in
Jeav*
ground unfit for all other crops.
127 Superior Street opposite American,
ening power as the Roya!.
The exception against horseflesh it
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
not even founded upon any objection to
With Associated officss in Washingtonit properties. It is solely due to the in
ani Foreign Countriefluence of the Church. The clergy did
everything possible to prevent the newly
converted Saxons from returning to
their heathenish practices, and prohibit
ed the use of horseflesh to stop the
only Nature can
give.
sacrifices to Odin and Thor. A long
She gives a new, clear
time passed before these sacrifices were
One of the Best Hotels in the State.
and soft one to those Raual to Any, Excelled by None.
altogether discontinued. The nations of
Europe have suffered enormous loss by
who use Paragon Tea.
AH We Ask Is a Trial.
this prohibition of horseflesh. Espe-1
This is common sense,
cially from the humanitarian point of
because when the sys
view the results are most deplorable.
KNOX COUNTY
tem
is in perfect order
Millions of people are forced to live on
and the blood pure, the
potatoes and similar food wanting in
TEACHERS’
nutritive qualities, while millions of
glowing complexion and
EXUHAAThHS
pounds of the very best meat are wasted.
bright eyes indicate it.
Horseflesh is the most uourishing of
Try it.
all meats, and its taste is hardly to be
Sold
for ajc. by druggists. S. R. Feil & Co.,
distinguished from tha* of beef. The
Meetings for the Examination of
Chemists
lists, Cleveland, O.
flesh of a horse fed on oats has a smell j
Teachers
will be held at the
similar to gooeellesh. The fat is pref
at H. M.Green's Drugstore
School Room,
erable to lard. Above all, it should be
remembered that no flesh is so healthy
as that of the horse. Trichinosis and
Central Building, Mt. Vernon
similar diseases are unknown in horses.
Tuberculosis, very common in cattle, is
The Second Saturday of Every Month,
We can CURE YOU by our
very rare in horses.
NEW SYSTEM after all oth

s

A Love.y
Complexion

PATENTS.

BURNET HOUSE,
Cincinnati, O,,

* CALL or WRITE

The members of the Youngstown Gun
club will*likely go into a gun club cir
cuit, composed of the cities of New
Castle, Sharon, Warren, Greenviile and
Meadville. The object is to have a
tournament once a month iu each of
the different cities, the club winning
the most contests to secure the trophy.
In Chicago there i»a new club called
“The Society for the Discouragement of
Divorce.” The sisterhood includes ser
ious-minded women who are grieved that
while the sex has advanced in many re
spects, the managing of husbands is of
ten a lost art.

NONE
SUCH
MINCE MEAT
makes mince pies, fruit cake
and pudding possible all the
lyear 'round. Always fresh, al'ways in season. Always good,
| that’s the reason. Accept no
' substitute. Sold everywhere.
Send name and address for booklet, "Mrs. Popkins* Th&nksglring.'* by a noted hamorooa vriur.

MEKRELL-SOCXE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

READ.

ers FAIL. We can do this
because we do not need to
experiment and have more perfect
means and are more SKILLFUL In the
treatment of diseases of which we
make a specialty than other physicians.

THE COSMOPOLITAN
Electro.Medical and Surgical

INSTITUTE, e

UCSQVARE'

1 Varioocele,
Gleet,
Stricture.
Hydrocele.
Blenorrhagla. Syphilis (all
stages).and all diseases
of a like nature, and
i never fall to give a pertfect and permanent
CURE In a short time.
OUR SEW SYSTEM
(82 yean In works wonders In these
practice.)
diseases.

WEIREAI

3 ceils 6m uU ten,
cf Cod-liver Oil, with Hypo
phosphites, is a fat-food and
more. It causes such changes
in the system that the gain is
permanent and improvement
continues even after you cease
taking it. Sound flesh; rich
blood; strong nerves; good
digestion; aren’t these worth
a thought ?
SCOTT’S EMULSION has been endorsed by the
medical profession for twenty years. (.Aik your doc
tor.} This is because it is always pabtable—always
uuifortu —atw.i j-s contains tie purest Norwegian Codliver Oil and Hypophosphites.
Insist on Soott's Emulsioa u-ith tra<U-mark of
man and fish.
Put up in 50 cent and fi.oo sizes. The steal] size
may be enough to cure your cough or help your baby

L. D onebrake, Prest.,
Mt. Yemen, Ohio.
L . Bonck, lerk,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
S. H. Maharry,
Centerbnrg. Ohio

(East Soldiers’ Monument.)

Hatter and Furnisher.

S. W. corner Square and Main street.

WE WANT TO 1.111’KESS UPON VOURMINDS
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW
A COMPLETE LINE OF

IN STOCK

French, English, Scotch and German

AND TROUSERINGS!

' --4

AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
It a a settled fact that we have more than double toe variety of
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqentiv we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
AND DESIRABLE.
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SPRING SUITINGS.
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The early bird will soon be looking
for the worm. We are also looking for
your Spring trade, and have now open
for your inspection the Latest Fabrics for
Spring Suitings. Come in and look at
them and make your selection, before the
assortment is broken. Your choice can
be laid aside until you want it made up.

■VTZEST.,
Kast Side Public Square,

3 30 9 31 10 24
5 40 a nt 12 15
i11 33 8 45
p m
9 00
1 7 25 0 40

“ Mansfield.
A.r Sandusky.
Lv Fostoria....

Ar Chicago.

•Daily tStop on Signal. fDailyex.8unday
J. Van Smith, Gen’l Supt.
Chas.O. Scull

Gen’l Pass r Agent.

•HORSEMEN

The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institate.

Will be at tlie CIRTIM IIOUbE, Mt. Vernon. Wed.
neMday, March 25, 1S9G, from S a. m. to 5 p. in.
OXI DAY OXI.Y.

SAVE YOUR STOCK
BY USING THE
CELEBRATED

Morris’ English Stable Powder
For Loss of Appetite,Constipation. Rough Hair,
Hide Bound, and all I>i»ea»e8 of the Blood.

Price, 23c. per package.

Morris’ English Stable Liniment
Cures Lameness, Cuts, Bruises, Scratches,
Galls, Sweeney, Spavins. Splint. Curb, etc*
Price, 5Oc. per bottle.

Morris* English Worm Powder
Warranted to cure any caseof Worms in Horses
Cattle, Sheep or Dogs, also Pin Worms in Colts

<

Vriee, 5«r. ,»< r box.

I

Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
A Specific for Distemper, Coughs, Colds, Heaves,
Pink Eye, and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.

Price. 5«c. gl.OO per bottle.

Every remedy guaranteed satisfactory or money
.-efuuded. Our new book, “ The Horse: His Disease*
and Treatment," mailed free.
Well, yidiclne Co., lutfayette, Iu«L

For tale by E

D. Taylor
Pharmacy.

and

Co , L, gle

me a/n/ioji oe/fi

Sold in Mt Vernon Dy Geo R. Baker A
Son and II. M Green.

Consult or Writs Os

INSTITUTE, * XJUrt"-

One-Price Clothier,

ERVE SEEDS.

1

Electro-Medical and Surgical

TROUSERS—For Men, Boys and Child ren—Great Bar
gains ► cine call them Pants. We Invite Inspec
tion.

Thia Famous Remedy

contemplating MAR
RIAGE should consult
ns before taking this
step. Wo can CURE all
weaknesses by our
NEW SYSTEM after all (28 years In
others fail.
practice.)

THE COSMOPOLITAN

on Sale.

a in am la m ip m
10 15 f6 05
a
pm p mI
4 53 3 35
7 46

(Central Time.)

euro? quickly and permanently
til nervous diseases such ns
Weak Memory. Ixiss of Brain Power.
11 iadacbo.\Yakefulne?s.lrf»at Vitality,
nlghilycmlsslons.cvild.eams.lmpotency and wast
ing diseases caused by yoathftal errors or ex:esses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and
blood bnllder. Makes the pale and puny strong
and plump. Easily carried tn vest pocket. SI per
box: <3 lor 85. By mail prepaid with a written guar
antee to enro or money refunded. Write ns for free
medical boo?-, sent sen led In plain wrapper, which
eor.tatns'estlmonir.lsnnd financial references. No
ehartre for cor,.,,lrntlons. Hewarr of imitntinns
Sold by our advertised agents, or address A F.RVB
SJELLli CO.. Masonic Temple. Chicago Hi.

MEN or WOMEN

Henoos DeBliitg, I

Thinness is often a sign of
poor health. A loss of weight
generally shows something is
wrong. If due to a cough,
cold, any lung trouble, or if
there is an inherited tendency
to weak lungs, take care 1

Examinations Will Commence at S:30 o’clock

YOUNG,
MIDDLE-AGED,
OLD

before giving up In
despair. It will cost
you nothing and may
De the means of giving
yon everlasting happi
ness. We have cured
thousands when relief
could not be given ex
cept by our
NEW SYSTEM.
(14 years In
We might be able to
practice.)
do this for you.
Organic Weakness.
Failing Memory,
Lack of Energy,
Phrs
____________
_ _____
rslcal Decay arising
from Indiscretion. Excess, Exposure or
Worry.producing Nervousness. Debili
ty, Dimness of Sight, Self-distrust,
Poor Memory, Pimples on Face, Aver
sion to Society, Loas of Ambition, Un
fitness to Marry, Melancholy. Dys
pepsia, Stunted Development. Loss of
Power, Pains in the Back, SAFELY
and PRIVATELY CURED by our NEW
SYSTEM OR NO PAY. .
Blood and Skin Diseases,
all forms, affecting Body, Nose.TliroatSkin and Bones. Blotches. Eruptions’
Acne. Eczema, Old Sores, Ulcers. Pain
ful Swellings, from whatever cause
positively and forever driven from the
system. Stiff and Swollen Joints and
Rheumatism, the result of Blood
Polson, surely CURED in 80 to 80 days
or NO PAY.
KIDNEY and URINARY Complaints,
Painful, Difficult, too Frequent or
Bloody Urine, promptly CURED by our
NEW’ SYSTE5L
BE CURED while you can—If neglect
ed the^e will come t time when you
are beyond human aid an i skill.
MAIL TREATMENT.—OUR HOME
TREATMENT is on the same high
standard as that given at our OFFICES.
On application an Interesting pamphlet
will be sent free to any address, in
structive to all sufferers or persons
contemplating marriage.
Question
Lists eent on application. All business
held sacredly confidential. Nothing
sent C. O. D. No names used without
written consent. All letters and pack
ages sent sealed and free from observa
tion. Send for our financial and pro
fessional references.
Hours, 9-9 Standard: Sundays, 10-5.

Correct Spring Hat, is

knd the Last Saturday of September. Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Pow der
Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and
October, November, February
Roup, and keeps poultry healthy.
Price, 25c. per package.
arch and April.

Consultation Free!

ADVICE

THE IMPERIAL, the

CHAS. A. DEBHODY.

EAST BOUND.

a m

They Dike Horseflesh.

Worth 25 Cents for 15 Cents

1° be Worn on Either Side—Will Surprise You !

FOR THE HAIR AND SCALP.
8-a*B.a-dri>-r the Ideal Medicated Toilet Soap.
MiMON

DRUGGISTS
MT. VERKCN,

OHIO

Patent

Medicine,

Mell all

the

Advertised iu tbis Paj»er.

“S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap” promotes
the growth of the hair and strengthens
it. It does this by reason of its won
derful antiseptic properties. It re
moves the germs of disease that weak
en the growth of the hair. S-a-n-a-d-o-r
Skin Soap is a sure protection against
parasitic microbes. It is an infallible
cure for, and preventive of, dandruff
and scurf and never fails to produce a
healthy action of the scalp. It is de
lightful to use for washing the head. It
leaves the hair glossy and destroys the
sour smell common to heavy suits of
ladies’ hair. Price 25 ceuts a cake.
Prepared by S-a-n a d-o-r Medical Co.,
10 and 12 Vandewater St, New York

Cfcy. \

A . K. si PI-;.
TViid Gent’s Furnisher,
.WITH A LARGE STOCK OF.

i, OVERCOATINGS,VESTINGS, PANTGOODS &C.
IN THEiLATEST SHADES AND DESIGNS,

Both in Foreign and Domestic Makes,

At the Lowest Price Possible
ZBS STTZRZE JLZLTID GALL.

ST SIDE SOUTH MAIN STREET,g®*MT. VERNON, OHIO

DR. FRANCE, PRESIDENT

FRANCE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTBt
C8 & 40 W. G<v St..cs,a block N.of State House. Columbus/). Incorporated.1886. Capital,*300,000.
DR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on account of his large practice'in Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Disease* will bs suc
cessfully treated on the most Scientific principle*. He is ably assisted by a full corps of eminent
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
rS rj
CD A
has
superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and def< entities.
L> it i l nAtlvLzL. Acute and Chronic Catarrh, Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver, Bladder, Chronic Female
ind Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousands of casas
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might harp
oeen restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the bands of experts.
50C BOOK FREE. “The Medical Adviser” containing nearly one hnndrsd
iages, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old—especially
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fail to improve the oppsrunity to obtain one of the moat valuable books which has ever come within yoar
-each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address,
IR. FRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Coiambus, Ohio.

YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive
■ abit, which annually sweeps to an untimely
.-rave thousands of voung men of exalted talent
ind brilliant intellect,may call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has dis
covered the greatest cure known for weakness
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges,
impotency. general debility, nervousness, lan
guor, confusion of ideas, palpitation of the
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight, or
giddiness, diseases of the head, throat, nose, or
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or
bowels—those terrible disorders arising from
tlie solitary vice of youth—and secret practices,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take
otie candid thought before it is too late. A week
or month may place your case beyond the reach
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily
and permanently care the most obstinate case,
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEN.—There are many from
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa
tion, weakening the system in a manner the
patient cannot account for. On examination of
the nrinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be
found, or the color will be a thin or milkish hue.
There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the'cause, which is a second stage
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy
restoration of the genito-nrinary organs.

partment, thoroughly organized, an<P*d«vuts4
exclusively to the treatment of diseases o<
women. Every case consulting our specialists,
whether by letter or person, is gives the moat
careful and considerate attention. Important
cases (and we get few which have not baffled tbs
skill of all the home physicians) have the bene,
fit of a full council of skilled specialists. In
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, our
success has been marked, over two-thirds of
our patients being ladies, old, young, married,
single, rich and poor. Our method is entirely
free from objectnniable features of the general
practitioner, namely, “Local treatment." We
seldom fi nd it necessary. We prepare remedies,
constitutional and local, as the case demands,
and instruct ladies how to treat themselves.
MARRIAGE.—Married persons, or young men
contemplating marriage, aware of physical
weakness, lossof procreative powers, impotency
or any other disqualifications, speedily restore/.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Venereal
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emissions,
Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexual
Organs, Want of Desire in Male or Female,
whether from imprudent habits of youth or
sexual habits of mature years, or any cause that
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and
permanently cured. Consultation free and
strictly coufidentiaL Absolute cures gears**
teed. Medicines sent free from observation to
all parts of the United States.
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cured by a new
and never-failing method. Testimoalale farnished.

FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first i n the morning preferred), which will
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written analysis
will be given. Persons ruined in health by unlearned prelenders, who keep trifling with them
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious con pounds, should apply immediately.
Delays are dangerous.
UfniinCQElll PilDPQ Perfected in old cases which lave been neglected or nasklllfully
YfUnULnrUL uUnLO treated. No experiments or fuiilures. Parties treated by mailer
express, but where possible, personal consultation is preferred. Curable cases guaraateed.
No risks incurred.
49*Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of U. B.
List of 130 questions free. Address, with postage, DR. W. A. FRANCE, No. 38 West
Gay St., Columbus, Ohio.

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE

Ourtis House, Mt. Veraon, Wednesday, March 25, from 8
m. to 6 p m. ONE DAY ONLY,

a.

■

